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I'_-SEPTEMBER 11, 1971
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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rnited Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, September 13, 1971

10* Per Copy

Hazel Club Holds
Supper Meeting At
The School Friday

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

!es Them
Race
.unng. Roger Metzger
with a single, Cesar
io forced him at second
ronimo scored on cesar
s double.

ral Is Sunday
'oy E. Tatum

Vol. LXXXXII No. 215

Calley Refuses
To Testify At
Medina's Trial

The Hazel Parent-Teacher
Club held its first meeting of the
new school year on Friday,
September 10. Following the
Figured we would drive over to
executive meeting, a potluck
Paris in a leisurely manner
supper was served in the school
yesterday, visit some folks, then
lunchroom.
leisurely drive back home. We,go
A devotion was given by Bro.
by way of Paris Landing State
By BOB MILLER
Terry Sills, pastor of the Sinking
event anything he said here
Park which is a beauty. We dicide
FT.
MCPHEFtSON, Ga. could be used against him.
Spring Baptist Church.
to go by the new swimming pool
(UPI)—Lt. William L. Calley
Russell,
Edward
Mrs.
Bailey let the matter pass;
since we had not seen it before.
Jr. refused to testify today at telling the court, "I don't want
president,
conducted
business
the
This pool would grace any inthe court-martial of his former to parade him in here and
meeting. Reports were given by
stallation of any kind. Wide, big
commander, Capt. Ernest L. embarrass him" by forcing him
various committee chairmen.
and beautiful. Its been closed
Medina, and Medina's attorney to plead the Fifth Amendment.
The emmbership chairman, Mrs.
since Labor Day. Anyway when
said he would prove that Cally
Gerald Coles, reported apMedina is on trial on three
we got in the car to continue our
"was solely responsible" for the charges. He is accused of
hegira, the dern thing would not
Miss Jayne Kelso and Randy Toe have been selected the MI proximately 67 per cent of the
massacre at My Lai.
parents have jointed the PTC.
personally killing a woman,
start. The motor merely groaned Farm Bureau Queen and King.
Caney, the only man convict- ordering the death of a small
The fourth grade won the atIn protest and we groaned too. Sat
ed thus far in the My Lai boy, and failing to stop his
tendance banner and two dollars
there for awhile and here comes
affair,
was brought here from troops from killing 100 other
for
parents
having
most
the
Mr.
Garnett, the
Park
Ft. Benning, Ga., where he has civilians.
present.
Superintendent in a pickup truck
been under house arrest, to
The group voted to help the
Calley also was tried for 102
with a bunch of Blue Lights on it.
appear as the opening witness murders at My Lai. He was
teachers serve in the concessiion
lie takes us to the lodge where he
Miss Jane Kelso and Randy School. She is secretary of the stand and take money at the
for the defense.
convicted4 on 22 counts and
Urns us over to Mr. Watson, who
Lee were named Calloway county 4-H Term Club, president ballgarnes. Anyone who is willing
He refused to testify on sentenced to life imprisonment,
in turn takes us to the tool house
REST PERIOD — Capt. Ernest Medina (facing camera)
County Farm bureau Queen and of Calloway County High FHA to help may contact the school
advice of his attorney, however, but the sentence has been
to get some jumper cables. After
and his attorney, F. Lee Bailey (left), are questioned by
and neither the court nor reduced
Mr. Teen Age Farm Bureau at and first vice president of the office.
to 20 years confineworking for awhile the motor
newsmen
before the defense opens its case in Medina's
the annual membership meeting district FHA and district Beta New teachers introduced were
Medina's attorney, F. Lee ment.
starts. Apparently the battery
My Lai "massacre" court-martial in Ft. McPherson, Ga.
this week. The queen was Club reporter. Jayne has been Roy Cothran, principal, Mrs.
Bailey, pressed the point.
Bailey said the defense would
Kay
pooped out or something.
crowned by Mrs. Steve Cavitt, selected to attend the Kentucky Lowe, eight grade, and Mrs.
The military judge, Col. produce "the man who shot
ARTHRITIS CANVASS
Anyway our point is that the park Paris,
Tennessee, the former Youth Power Conference. She is a Patsy Pittman, librarian. The
Kenneth A. Howard, declined to that boy" Medina is accused of
people over there were exThe Murray Chapter of the
Teresa Joseph
who was the member of the Lynn Grove new principal expreised his
order Calley to testify, noting killing. "He will say he
teremely nice and helpful in
National
Secretaries
1970 Calloway County Farm Methodist Church where she is thanks to all the interested
the young lieutenant still could received no order from Capt.
every way and we appreciate it.
Association will be canBureau Queen.
assistant pianist.
The Murray Branch of the face a retrial, and in such an Medina, but did it on his own."
parents who helped with the
vassing the city of Murray
Miss Kelso is the fifteen year
Randy was the 1970 1st District painting, carpentry, and clean up
American
Association
Bailey said Medina himself,
of
We cut our journey short,
after their day's work on
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Farm Bureau King and competed before school started.
University Women will begin the
and another witness, will relate
figuring that we had better head
Tuesday,
September
14,
in
Glen Kelso of Lynn Grove and a in the state contest in Louisville. The next meeting will
new academic year with a
the shooting of the woman,
be the
for home because we thought we
the interest of the arthritis
junior at Calloway County HighHe is the seventeen year old son Fall Festival planned for
potluck supper to welcome new
showing that Medina thought
had better keep the motor rundrive. Members will be
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lee and Saturday, October 9, at seven
members and greet returning
the woman was about to throw
ning and not take a chance on
calling at the various homes
senior at Calloway County High p.m. All those who will help with
members on Tuesday, Sepa hand grenade at him and
getting into the same situation
in the city and each one is
School. He is the president of the decorating are asked to meet
tember 14, at 6:30 p.m. at the
"shot her to save his own life."
again.
requested
to
give
nursing education building on the
Calloway High and 1st district at the school at ten a.m, on that
The famed criminal lawyer
generously.
Universi
tyFlitz
Esser compared forestry also promised
Murray State
FFA. He was state winner of the date.
cairnthe defense
We walked into the Twin Post
and wildlife practices in Ger- would
Pus
produce witnesses to
Oak yesterday. We were looking This past weekend, Troop 45 FFA talent contest and district All the meetings with the exmany
with
those
in
the
United
AAUW is an organization open
show that "Lt. Caney was
at the ground to put out some food concluded its summer activities and state novelty winner. Randy ception of October and December
to all women graduates of full States at the regular meeting of solely responsible" for the
for the birds and forgot all about with a canoe trip from Kenlake received an award for the most will be held on the first Thursday
colleges
and the Kiwanis Club Thursday night deaths of civilians at My Lai,
that low limb that sticks down. across the lake to Redd Hollow outstanding agriculture student night of each month.
Revival services are being held accredited
universites.
The
goals
to at the Woman's Clubhouse. Mr. and that "Capt. Medina knew
are
Slammed right into it and cut a where they camped overnight. and won the leadership award at
this week at the Flint Baptist
Esser is an exchange student absolutely
FFA
leadership
camp
further
this
intellectual
growth
and
to
nothing about it.right smart gash on our forehead. Scouts making the trip were
Church. They will continue
from Germany and has been
summer.
is
He
assistant
contribute
Sunday
programs
to
which
Didn't bleed too much, but we Sammy Kelley, Gene Parker,
through Sunday, September 19.
visiting in the Land Between the
were chagrined at our stupidity. Steve Utley, Phil Byrn, Sam School superintendent and
Bro. James Bean, pastor of the give focus to the influence of Lakes for several weeks.
assistant
Sunday
college
School
women
teacher
locally
,
Chadwick, and Clair Ever4Salem Baptist Church, will be the
The young speaker contrasted
Now, read the following and give srneyer. In addition to canoeing, at the Presbyterian Church
evangelist for the services to nationally, and internationally. Germany with its 360 people per
Vandalism
to
two
tires
on
the
Jayne
and
Randy
ternationally.
it some thought A reader sends Instruction was given in camping
will
car of Mike Kline of New Concord begin each evening at 7:30.
square mile with the large
this in in the morning mail.
and swimming. Adult leaders represent Calloway County Farm was reported to the Murray The public is invited to attend, Further information may be
recreation area of the Land
Bureau
at
the
1st
district
obtained
telephoning
Queen
Mrs
by
were Dr. Castle Parker, scout51:u4li
iG
iine
ca.m
eDe
.sa
partment
id the dama
on Sunda
ge toy the
at according to Rev. Willie Johnson, Inex Claxton, president of thi Between the Lakes. He is also
and
Mr.
Teen
Age
Farm
Bureau
1 had a dream last night and in it master, and Dr. James Byrn.
pastor fo the Flint Church.
contest October 25 at Kentucky
Murray Branch, phone 762-6282 examining many species of trees
my son who years ago was a Summer activities included
Dam
Village.
They
or
will
Mrs. Peter Whaley, mem that are not found in Germany.
also
hiking,
water skiing, instruction
member of the Ntval Reserve
A mobile home, owned by Mr
two tires occurred while the car
compete
in
the
1st
district
bership
chairman, phone 753 One interesting difference was
senior
unit, had left for regular duty in in motorboating, and Summer
and Mrs. Steve Alexander, was
was
the
parked
fact
at
it
that
is
15th
impossible
Payne
and
to
division
talent
contest at the
8279.
the Navy. And, I was praying to Camp at Four Rivers ReserStreets. The report said one tire
buy a shot gun in Germany completely destroyed by fire
Dam.
God to take care of him and save vation. At summer camp, Troop
had two holes punched in it, while Special programs are being
without a hunting license."To get early Saturday morning The
COMMITTEE
MEET
him from all harm on that ship. 45 placed first in the competition
the other had three holes and a held throughout the Baptist
a hunting license one must pass a home was located east of
CAR FIRE
This son is now deceased and as I for the overall camping award The Murray Fire Department cut on it.
test
which takes two days. About KiricseY.
Churches
in Murray and
The Christian Social Concerns
awoke and the truth broke for the week.
The fire started sometime
Jesse Spencer of 1304 Olive Calloway County this week in committee will hold
was called to extinguish the
50 percent of the people fail the
their
through, my heart was poinding Troop 45 is sponsored by the flames on a car owned by
between about 5 45 a in
Boulevard, Murray, reported the special study for the Week of Monthly meeting at
test
the
time,"
first
Esser
said.
John
the Douglas
and breaking. I arose at 5:30 Methodist Men's Club and meets Davis at 1105 College
Saturday, apparently in the
Court, theft of four hub caps, mag wheel Prayer for State Missions.
Community Center on Tuesday, Paul Sturm introduced the
o'clock and asked God to give me at 7:00 p.m. every Tuesday at the Murray, this morning
,from
his
1971
Volkswagen to' "The Light of The Glorious September 14, at 7:30 p.m. All speaker and his other guest, Scott kitchen of the trailer, a
at
7:07.
Murray
First United Methodist The
strength for 2,735 days since my
wiring and the carburetor the City Police on Saturday at Gospel" is the theme of the interested persons are invited Seiber, another TVA employee spokesman for the Murray
son's death, I know he will, for Church. All boys between the were damaged on the car.
who lives in Murray while Calloway County Rescue Squad
The 8:18 p.m. The report also said programs for the week being and urged to attend.
that is what God means to me. He ages of eleven and eighteen are Iremen were back at the station that the fuse box was taken from conducted
working in the Land Between the said.
under
leadership
the
invited
to
attend.
can and will carry us through
Four members of the Rescue
py 7:27 a.m.
under the dash of the car
Lakes.
of the Woman's Missionary
ATTENDING MEET
every trial if we but trust Him".
President Durwood Beatty Squad answered the call to the
Union. These are held to study
presided at the meeting. Other mobile home and said that the
the needs of missions in the state
Miss Beverly Callaway and
guests included: Lynn Lowe, a trailer was completely engulfed
"I know it is your policy to never
of Kentucky.
Mrs. Hughes Bennett of Merle
guest of Bill Boyd; Tom in flames when they arrived
print anything unsigned, however
Schedules of the meetings of
Norman Cosmetics, Murray, are Muehleman,
Nothing was saved in the blaze,
a guest of John
the various churches are listed in
since this is only a testimony for
attending a regional meeting of Mikulcik;
Bill Smith, a guest of a squad spokesman reported.
the Community Calendar on the
God, who can help others, I just
dealers being held today and Bob Daniel
The Alexander couple has one
and Jamie Washer, a
hope you will print it. But,I do not
Woman's Page of the Ledger &
Tuesday at Huntsville, Ala.
child, a five year old boy.
guest of Durwood Beatty.
want any attention or contact Babies continue to be big that a total of 3,675 babies were 20.3 in the State of Kentucky. ITimes.
born to Calloway County parents
from anyone". signed A Mother. business in Calloway County.
Nationally, the count shows,
From the standpoint of local in the ten years ending in 1970.
some 39,033,000 births were
retail and service establishments- This lain addition to thoie born
recorded in the ten years, 647.000
There you are man. As you say, it that cater to these
new arrivals, locally to non-residents.
of them in Kentucky
is our policy not to print unsigned each one that
checks in is It represents an average anAs to just how much a family is
letters, but yours was something economically
important,in that it nual birth rate of 14.6 per 1,000 likely to spend on a new-born
special. We wish for you prace of sets into motion
a flurry of people, obtained by dividing the baby, outside of medical and
mind and an understanding that spending on the part
of parents, number born in the ten years by hospital expenditures depends
,
defies logic.
relatives and friends.
the average local population upon its
financial ability and
The newcomers are provided during the period.
24
with infants wear, baby food, Throughout the United States as upon the section of the country in
Shriners Plan Special
nursery equipment, cribs, a whole,the average annual birth which it is located
As an average, according to the
carriages, play pens, toiletries, rate in the decade was 19.9 per
latest figures from the Health
Meeting On Wednesday toys,
41.
diaper service and the 1,000 population. It was 20.6 in
4
Insurance Institute, the outlay is
many
other
the
East
appurtenanc
South
es
Central
States and nearly $700, of which $517 is• for
The Murray-Calloway County
Shriners will have a special demanded by their imperial
the baby's equipment and supbusiness meeting at the City Hall highnesses.
plies and the remainder for its
on Wednesday, September 15, at According to a report released
mother's maternity clothes
by
the
U.
S.
Census
Bureau,
there
7:30 p.m.
Family gifts and usable baby
This will also be a joint meeting has been no shortage of new
clothes worn by a previous child
with the members of the Clown babies in the local area for a
could bring this cost lower
Unit. All members are urged to number of years, despite the
Assuming that the general
steady
drop
in the birth rate in
AO!'"
attend.
average applies in the local area,
Jim
Host, candidate for
The regular dinner meeting for the United State since 1957, when
Calloway
crop
of
County's
annual
Lieutenant Governor, will bring
Shriners and their wives and it was at its peak.
babies represents an expenditure
his campaign to Calloway on
guests will be held Saturday, The government figures show
of some $257,000, exclusive of
Tuesday evening, September 14.
September 18, at 6:30 p.m. at the
medical costs.
He and his party are expected
Reserve Seat Tickets
Southside Restaurant.
to arrive around six o'clock for
For Mayfield Game Ready visiting and hand-shaking, and at
CIRCLE MEETING
Reserve seat tickets for the 7:30 Host will make a short talk The Mettle Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist
Murray High-Mayfield Cardinal on the Court House Steps.
•N•
game this Friday night at 8:00 Host, the running mate of Tom Church WSCS will meet at the
o'clock will be on sale at Scott Emberton, nominee for Governor social hall of the church at 7:30
Kentucky: Partly cloudy west Drug Downtown and Wallis Drug, in the November
election, will be p.m. tonight (Monday).
to mostly cloudy east with beginning Tuesday and con- accompained
by Ed Schroering,
scattered showers today and tinuing through Friday at noon of candidate
for Attorriey General;
MEETING PLANNED
earl},tonight becoming generally this week.
Dick Vermillion, candidate for
fair late tonight and Tuesday. Reserve'seat tickets are $2.00 State
The Murray State University
Treasurer, Ben Allen
Warm days and mild nights each. Advance student tickets Burns,
candidate for Com- Society will meet Wednesday,
All*
through Tuesday. Highs today are on sale at Murray High
this miasioner.
0. Agriculture, and September 15, at seven p.m- at
Chief of Police James M. Brown, left, and Murray Fire Chief
About 150 elementary and kindergarten age children were
mid-70s to mid-80s. Lows tonight week. All tickets,
both student Mrs. Jewel Hamilton, candidate Room 228 of the Science Building Jackie Cooper.yrere special guests
present. These story hours are held each Wednesday from three
at the Story Hour held at the
mainly in the 5Cis Highs Tuesday and general admission,
will be for Superintendent of Public at MSU. A film, "The Wild Calloway County Public Library last
to
four p.m. at the Public Library.
week.
The
two
officials
mostly in the-80s.
on sale at the gate at $1.50 each. Instruction
turkey", will be shown
spoke and answered questions about thetr respective duties.
Wilson Woolley photo
-411

dibrowtx

med up to bring clown
st here.
o By Gene McCutcheon

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Farm Bureau King and Queen
Named At Membership Meeting

Murray AAUW Will
Meet Here Tuesday

ineral for Elder Roy E.
sill be held Sunday at 2:30
the chapel of the J. H.
11 Funeral Home with
. C. Lilly officiating.
will be in the Murray
al Gardens. Friends may
le J. H. Churchill Funeral
after six p.m. tonight
ay).
Tatum, age 69, died
lay in Detroit, Mich. He
former resident of
ly County, and was
• of the Little Bethel
Church at Detroit, Mich.
'ors are his wife, Mrs.
iAcClard Tatum, son of
Tatum, 'Jr., four grandand one sister, Mrs.
.ay, all of Detroit, Mich.,
brothers, Raymond and
atum of Paducah.

German Student
Speaks At Meet
Of Kiwanis Club

Troop 45 Goes
On Canoe Trip

•

Revival Services
At Flint Church

Vandalism To Tires
On Car Reported

Mobile Home
Destroyed In
Fire Saturday

Baptist Churches
Having Programs

Witherington Is
!r Of Church
Bobby Witherington,
, will be speaking at the
n. and six p.m. services
West Murray Church of
xated on Doran Road, on

Study will be held at ten
Sunday and is also held
'ednesday evening at
m.
ing the Sunday evening
i business meeting of the
be held at the church.
f the church are Lonnie
len Reeder, and James

Babies Continue To Be
Big Business In County

Host Will Be
Here Tuesday
With Group

The Weather

ue workers scan+
ied by a mudslide:
hi on Japan's Pawere killed.
0

5.
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PANY. Inc, 103N 4th St Murray. Kentucky 42071. Phone 753 1916
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve me right 10 releCt any ACivect,s,ng, Letters to the Ed.tpr,
Or Publ,c Voice items which. in our opinion. are not tor the best interest
01 our readers
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER CO . ISCN
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Ago Today
Ten Years
Lscocan & two rim
Registration for the fall term at Murray State College will begin
September 18 and continue through September 21.
Bids for the construction fo the first floodwater retarding
stuucture in the West Fork of Clark's River Watershed Conservancy District will be mailed this week.
The annual Cain reunion of relatives form Kentucky and
Tennessee was held at the Muraay Park on September 10.
Miss Maria Beale Fletcher of Asheville, N.C., was crowned
Miss America of 1962 by Miss Nancy Ann Fleming, Miss America
of 1961.

20 Years Ago Today
=DOM a TIM= MI

Enrolled at the Murray Training School for the year 1951-52 are
406 students, according to John Robinson, director of the shcool.
Pfs. Alfred I. Clark is with the 127th Pilot Training Wing at Luke
Air Force Base, Phoenix, Arizona.
Mrs. J. C. McC,aniel is serving as president of the Faxon
Mothers Club for this school year.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Kingins and daughter, Patsy, were hosts
for a family reunion held September 9 at their home.

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Monday, Sept. 13,
the 256th day of 1971.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
are
stars
morning
The
Mercury and Saturn.
are Venus,
The evening
Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this date are
under the sign of Virgo.
U.S. World War I Gen. John
J. Pershing was born Sept. 13,
1860.
On this date in history:
In 1788 the United States
Congress authorized the first
national election.
In 1954 Maine elected its first
democratic governor in 20
years, Edmund Muskie. He was
ow the unsuccessful Democratic
ticket in 1968 as nominee for vicepresident.
In 1966 U.S. astronaut Richard Gordon's scheduled 115minute space walk was cut to
44 minutes when perspiration in
his suit partially blinded him.
In 1967 howling mobs of
Chinese Communists stormed
and seized the British Consulate
in Shanghai.

RELIGION: 1971

HOWk TIPS FOR A CAMPAIGN SLOGAN ?'

Colleges offering
religious subjects
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — While the
U. S. Supreme Court continues
to be deluged with suits
challenging various aspects of
religion in the public schools,
Sire courses dealing with
religious subjects are being
offered every year by colleges
and universities.
Both church-sponsored and
secular insittutions have included in their catalogs a broad
-range of subjects, from
theology to literary references
to the Bible.
Many of the colleges and
universities with religion
courses are tax supported.
Although a number of taxpaying parents of elementary
school pupils have objected to
mention of religion in the
has
silence
classroom,
prevailed at the college level.
Why? One reason is the fact
that when young people have
reached college age, they have
pretty well made up their
minds how they want to appraoch religion. They no longer
look to their parents for
guidance.
Another is that in the last few
years there has been a
tremendous upsurge in interest
in religion on the part of
college-age people. Most 'tend
to seek information rather than
indoctrination, according to
educators. They want to learn
as much as they can about the
different faith groups and they
also hope to study religious
applications to other areas of
Western culture.
While that trend continues
unabated, some questions have
been raised about it. Only
recently Ronald E. Cottle, who
teaches Far Eastern religions
at Pasadena City College in
Pasadena, Calif., 'participated
in a symposium on religion in
higher education conducted by
the Religious Education
Association.
In publishing the comments
made at the meeting, the

et

A thought for today: British
Richard
Bishop
philosoprer
Cumberland said, "It is better
to wear out than rust out."

Hospital Report

)6er?

September 7, 1971
ADULTS

109

NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

AGRICULTURAL OUTLOOK

Common Market creates
challenges and threats

•
Ni

editors of Religious Education,
the association's official
journal, observed that though
church-related institutions
have specific responsibilities in
the teaching of Christianity
that are not shared by secular
centers of learning, "it is clear
that a secular foundation does
not eliminate responsibility for
teaching about religion."
The association's officials
added that while religion
clearly has a place in higher
education, "the college is not
the church."
Pursuing the idea,Cottle, in a
discussion of "Religion in the
University: 'Messiah' or
'Antichrist?'" raised the
question of whether a "secular
theology" might emerge from
the growing study of religion in
the university.
He cited several other
authorities who have expressed
the belief that a non-Christian
theology of some sort might
emerge in graduate departments of religion. Such a
theology would be more
philosophical than spiritual,
the experts predicted.
Cottle emphasized that
Christian education in the
church-related liberal arts
college and seminary is
essentially Christian, while
religious studies in the public
university are secular.

Mrs.
Baby Girl Musser
"One stresses commitments
I
WSU-TV
V4ILAC-TV
WM -TV
Mildred Irene Musser), Pine
to a tradition." he noted, "the
Chanmel 4
Chasse; 5 ! Cliaanwl I
Bluff, Hamlin, Baby Boy Phillips
other stresses knowledge of
(Mrs. Mary Evelyn Phillips 1, Rt.
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
various traditions. One is
6, Murray, Baby Girl Freeland
basically a theological en•00 leme, Wi. Sots. News: Writs: SOL Asap Goers*
principle.
of
chief
Geiger,
Theodore
Editor's Nate: This is the
(Mrs. Melba Coleen Freeland),
viewing religious
terprise
▪ 10 Merge 1lFees
WaNest.Dend/A6N Magallg:
is
issue
these
The
whether
Rt. 1, Benton, Baby Girl Roberts second of three articles international studies of the EEC associates actually
studies as a means to an end,
ITN hilele Weal
**Cm Dallan"
Association,
Planning
National
infor
look
ou
the
(Mrs. Donna Kay Roberts), Rt. analyzing
the other is basically an
I Igo*
alk iamb *Feel
IGesameim
represent free trade areas.
creased U. S. farm exports to also warned in January:
1, Dexter.
educational enterprise viewing
agree
members
GATT
Many
are
Americans
"North
•es Oki Neve Special
Western Europe and ComMoab
-q
W"
DISMISSALS
religious studies as an end in
they
that
States
United
the
with
the
regard
to
of already tending
111 30 Da Nem Special I ISMS Eley t
Massie
itself,"
Miss Sherri Leigh Roberson, =mkt countries in the light
not.
do
EEC as a growing preferential
di si We A Wei*
IIIAs Time Sem
I .'llierat Wirodoes" Rt. 1, Almo, Peter David recent developments.
He commented on an anThe potential damage to
not
threatens
which
bloc
trade
Wale
30, Woad
I Meela
nouncement that the UniverHoward, 1232 Hart Hall, Murray,
Europe,
to
exports
farm
S.
U.
of
that
but
trade,
own
their
only
By JAMES CARY
iaos N..: W83,-; Soft (Mows: Wilw.; Soft I Movie
sity of California at Berkeley,
Miss Tricia Lynn Kline, 1516
developing countries in Latin however, is not limited to
Copley News Service
lIglesia:
1W3. Teeighe
I Mewls
the first time in its 100-year
for
levies
Oxford, Murray, Master Mark
special
preferential
and
."
.
America and Asia.
Toeiggra
will offer a full-fledged
'Viso Dosise"
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Trend To Natural
Makeup For Youth

1971,

Iffering
ubjects
tors of Religious Education,
association's official
snal, observed that though
irch-related institutions
e specific responsibilities in
teaching of Christianity
are not shared by secular
ters of learning, "it is clear
a secular foundation does
eliminate responsibility for
thing about religion."
he association's officials
led that while religion
irly has a place in higher
cation, "the college is not
church."

Your brother Mike
needs help quick!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My brother Mike is the
disgrace of the
family. He is 19 and can't hold a job. He
went to college and
flunked out but nobody knew it because he just
stayed there
and pretended to be going to school. We
found out when the
school called home looking for him.
Mike is home now, sponging off Mom and Dad, who
both
work. Mike begged Mom to sign for a car,
promising to stick
with his job and keep up the payments. She signed,
and Mike
made one payment, quit his job, and now Mom
has to make
his payments. She says she might as well because
if they
take the car back Mike will be home full-time making
life
miserable for everyone else. He beats on the younger kids
something terrible and Mom is afraid he will accidentally
kill somebody. Mike steals everything he gets his hands
on.
He even siphons the gas out of the folks' cars after they've
gone to bed.
Is there some branch of service we can enlist Mike for?
I told my Mom I was going to ask you about that, and she
said the country was in enough trouble without Mike. Please
answer in the paper. Mike opens all the mail that comes
here
-MIKE'S SISTER

arsuing the idea, Cottle, in a
.ussion of "Religion in the
versity: 'Messiah' or
tichrist?'" raised the
Mon of whether a "secular
aogy" might emerge from
rowing study of religion in
university.
e cited several other
iorities who have expressed
belief that a non-Christian
ilogy of some sort might
trge in graduate departits of religion. Such a
plogy would be more
osophical than spiritual,
experts predicted.
ottle emphasized that
istian education in the
rch-related liberal arts
ege and seminary is
Etntially Christian, while
giCHIS studies in the publih
tersity are secular.

DEAR SISTER: Mike needs to be stimightened out by a
professional who counsels hostile, antisocial personalities.
Inquire at your local mental health clinic. If he doesn't
shape up. he's headed for trouble with the law. And some
penal Institutions are more apt to dispense punishment
than rehabilitation.
DEAR ABBY: No matter what you say, the long-haired
cult wear their hair that way because ft is the most effective
way to dishonor their parents
-OLD FASHIONED

)ne stresses commitments
tradition," he noted, "the
'r stresses knowledge. of
bus traditions. One is
ically a theological en)rise viewing religious
lies as a means to an end,
other is basically an
cational enterprise viewing
gious studies as an end in

DEAR OLD: Balderdash! How about grown men who
are now wearing their hair long! Whom are THEY dishonoring?
DEAR ABBY: I am 19, and am engaged to marry Mark
in three months, but a problem has developed.
I have five cats, three of which I have had for many
years. These cats are like a part of my family, but Mark
hates them, and he is very jealous of the attention I give
them. Now he tells me that after we are married be doesn't
want to see any cats around the place Abby, I really do
love Mark, but I just cannot see myself parting with these
cats Can you tell me what to do?
-"TORN"

e commented on an ancement that the Univerof California at Berkeley,
the first time in its 100-year
ory, will offer a full-fledged
demic program in religious
lies this fall.

DEAR TORN: If you are honestly "torn" between Mark
and the cats, take the cats, hands down

:for Today

DEAR ABBY. 1 wonder If your readers are aware of the
fact that there are sperm banks now so that a man planning
a vasectomy can make arrangements to store sperm in the
event that he changes his mind and wishes to father a child.
-PLANNED PARENTHOOD
DEAR PLANNED: They do now.

o man dleth to himself if we do not live by the law

CONFIDENTIAL TO "SAD SARA C." Your husband is
'mentally disturbed. I urge you to get him to a doctor before
be harms himself or someone else.
What's your problem! You'll feel better Ii you get it off
your chest. Write to kilitY. Bo: 107011, lig Angeles, Cal.
9000. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
euvetope.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
Ifasew," send $1 to Abby, Boa IMO, Los Angeles, Cal. 900.
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Mrs. Kay Doran Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Group

V4.6 Vika&

Woman's View
By GAY PAULEY
The Murray Branch of the
Monday, September 13
UPI Woman's Editor
AAUW will have
a potluck
NEW YORK ( UPI)-Cosme- The Kirksey School PTA will supper at the Nursing Education
tics follow the fashion mood for have a special call meeting to Building on the Murray State
The Baptist Young Women of
the return of 19408 looks-but discuss purchase of basketball University campus at 6:30 p.m.
the Memorial Baptist Church
for adults only. The '40s turn warm up jackets and the fall
met Thursday, September 2, in
the teen-agers off.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 the home of Mrs. Kay
festival at the school at 1:45 p.m.
Doran.
"The kids are not going to do
Order of the Eastern Star will Mrs. Sue
Wynn read the
those red, red lips and plucked
Group 111 of the First Christian meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 scripture and the
calendar of
eyebrows," said Mary Norton, Church CWF will meet in the p.m
prayer followed by prayer led by
who calls herself "face maker home of Mrs. Mary Clark Hull,
Mrs. Connie White.
for the young."
Johnny Robertson Road, at 7:30 The Quota Club will meet at 12 The program,
"This Gap Needs
"Rouge is grandma," she p.m. with the program by Mrs. noon at the Southside
Giving",dealt with the horrifying
continued. "So you don't call it Martha Carter.
Restaurant
pictures of need seen in the world
rouge ... it's cheek gel just for
today: Needs of hunger, housing,
a touch of color."
The Esther Sunday School
Wednesday, September 15
jobs, and medical care.
The whole trend with high Class of the Memorial Baptist
The J. N. Williams chapter of
Numerous examples were
of
home
schoolers and coeds is the iChurch will meet at the
the UDC will have a luncheon at given showing
University of Kentuck)
has only one-carbohydrates. how Southern
natural look, said Miss Norton. Mrs. Adeline Wilson at 7:30 p.m. the social hall of the First United
Federal
Griffin,
Maxine
Baptists are trying to meet the
County Extension
Natural lips with a see-through
Methodist Church at 12 noon with overwhelming needs of
PhoneKy.
Clinton,
Building,
people
glossy, she. And so back to
The Maryleonrui Frost Circle of Mesdames Gladys Scott,
Agents for
653-2231.
B. throughout the world by the,
the natural that those heavy, the First United Methodist bielugin, and Hess Crossland as
financial gifts of Southern
Home Economics
droopy false lashes and the Church WSCS will meet at the hostesses. The Faith
Doran Baptists. The needs are so great
dark eyeliners are disappearing home of Mrs. A.M. Thomas, 803 Circle of the church will serve the
Your hospital
Insurance
that the admonition to "be stingy
Sha-Wa Circle, at 9:30 a.m. luncheon.
also.
for Christ's sake" was given, use Check-Up-How many days in the
Instead, when the teen-ager Members note change in date.
only what one needs for self, and hospital does your policy cover? wants any lash accent, she does
-How much does the policy pay
The Nature's Palette Garden give the rest to missions,
and per
When eating a food as
it with a fine strip of the falsies The Alrno School PTA will meet Club will meet at the Community
day for room and board? don't waste the wealth you have,
How do these daily benefits delicious as ice cream, one
attached to the upper lids only. at the school lunchroom at two Center at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
said
the
persons
giving
the
Miss Norton said the teens p.m.
Kenton Miller as hostess. Mrs. program who were Mesdames compare with hospital room and is not likely to think "how
board charges in your local good it is for you." Yet one
have found a new way to do
Eunice Miller will give the Judy Koch, Sue
Wynn, Kay
and one-half cups of ice
their eyebrows to get a high Ladies Steak Night will be at lesson.
hospitals?
-How much does the
Doran, and Wilma Billington.
cream will contribute the
arch-"they put eyelash adhe- the Oaks Country Club.
policy pay for related expenses in
During the business meeting
same amount of calcium to
the hospital, such as laboratory the diet as one eight-ounce
sive on the brows and brush Hostesses will be Kathryn
The Hannah Circle of the First the preparation
of ditty bags for
Outland,
Edith
Garrison,
Linda
and brush upward. When the
tests and x-rays, anesthesia and cup of milk. Another ,tasty
United Methodist Church WSCS servicemen
was discussed. The
adhesive dries it's invisible but Parker and Erma Tuck.
its administration, etc.? -Are way to get your calcium is
will meet at the home of Mrs. present project
of school supplies
there waiting periods before to use one-half cup ice
keeps the brows up."
John ,Applegate, 1606 Sunset for the
Kentucky Baptist
Ethel Harmon
and Annie Drive, at seven
certain conditions are covered? - cream with two-thirds cup
All the trend to the natural is
p.m.
A
Chinese
Children's Homes was reported.
Armstrong Coups of the Hazel
-Is there a deductible which you in a milk shake and you'll
part of the youth kick, "be good
For October the BYW will meet
Baptist Church WMS will meet at auction will be held
must pay toward hospital ex- have the equivalent of a
to yourself ... exercise ... watch the
with the Baptist Women of the
church at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
penses
your diet ... the kids are with Ora
before bet- -iits start? - cup of milk
The Sinking Spring Baptist church for a book review to be
Joyce in charge of the
What
it," she said. Some of the being
provisions exist for
Church week of prayer program given by Mrs. Harlan Hodges.
program.
renewing the policy?
good certainly is paying off.
-What
will be at 7:30 p.m. at the church
Refreshments were served to
Miss Norton says she sees
exclusions or limitations are
Elm Grove Baptist Church with Bro. Terry Sills giving the Candie Jenkins, Willena French,
much less acne these days.
contained in the policy? Barletta
Cathy Lassiter, Becky Ware,
WMS will meet at the church at study.
Get ail the flavor and
Wrather, Murray, Ky.
Mary Norton's a willowy
42071
Margaret
1:30 p.m. with Rev. Earl Warford
Wilkins, Beverly
food value from a piece of
Phone-753-1452
blonde divorcee who wears hot
Week
of
prayer
prograrsi.of
the
in charge of the program.
Fulks, Retha Turner, Paula
meat by using leftover
pants on her job, officially
First Baptist Church will be at Benton,
Sue Wynn, Connie White,
meat in casseroles, salads,
titled -senior product manathe
church
prayer service at 7:30 Judy Koch, and Wilma
First Baptist Church WMS will
sandwiches and as flavorBillington
ger." She's with Max Factor & meet at
Give your fall clothes the new ing for ,cooked vegetables
the church at nine a.m. p.m. with Bro. Paul Dailey as the by the hostess, Kay Doran.
Co., based in Los Angeles, but with Mrs.
speaker.
meat
bones
with
look with a trim of leather. When Cook
Calvin Morris as
she travels a lot specifically to leader.
sewing leather, follow the grain beans or soup. Use dripHazel Baptist Church WMS will
keep tabs on the ever-growing
of the hide, run all pattern pieces pings in gravies and sauces.
meet at the church at 1:30 p.m.
youth market.
lengthwise and use silk thread for Store leftover meat, broth
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Applesauce
varies
with Mrs. Kathryn Langston in
A native of Ohio, Miss Norton
in
durability. Eight to ten stitches and gravies properly: Cool
WMS will meet at church at 7:30
texture. Juiciness and tartcharge of the program.
attended Ohio State University
and store promptly, wellper
inch are recommended with
p.m.
ness accoraing to trie varicovered, in the refrigeraand both Hunter College and
medium
needles
slightly
size
and
ety
apples
of
used; Just a
tor. Use within one cc
Columbia Medical School in
little lemon added to the lighter pressure. Flatten open three days.
The Elm Grove Baptist Church
New York, where she studied
leather
seam
of
a
with
wood
applesauce lends a differThe Sigma Department of the will have its week of prayer
cosmetic science.
ent flavor. Or try adding mallet. Use rubber cement to
"Teens are great customers Murray Woman's Club will have program at 7:30 p.m. with the
keep the seam flat.
Apply
spices-that
makes
an
for cosmetics," she said in an at potluck supper at the club Brotherhood and Baptist Women old-time favorite. You
can cement lightly and flatten seam
house
at
6:30
program.
p.m.
the
with in charge of
interview in New York. "They
also add raisins, such as in open again with mallet.
More Per Lamb
see something new, they have Mesdames Allen Russell, Morgan
French apple pie-right'
Catherine C. Thompson, HickSisk,
Robert Buckingham,
to try it. Then they may just
An
average lamb carcass
man Ky. 42050 Phone-236-2351
in 1940 weighed 41 pounds.
toss it into a drawer and go out Johnny McCage, Rob Ray,and Z.
Thursday, September 16
Emma
Sue
Hutson will give the
C. Enix as hostesses.
Today, through advanced
looking for something else."
The Home Department of the program.
Hostesses
are
techniques in breeding and
Murray Woman's Club will have Mesdames R. M. Miller, Max
feeding, an average AmeriMilk
has
five
all
nutrientsa tea for the Senior Citizens at Hurt, A. C. LaFollette, and G. C.
can lamb carcass weighs
proteins,
minerals,
vitamins,
two p.m. at the club house. Mrs. Ashcraft.
about 55 pounds.
The
Theta
Fish Chowder
Department
of the
carbohydrates, and fats,. Sugar
Rolls
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Salad Bowl
Fresh Bartlett Pear Pudding
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
FRESH BARTLETT PEAR
Mesdames Lloyd Boyd, Robert
PUDDING
Hopkins, A.L. Hough, and Miss
Good choice when a hearty Martha Guier as hostesses.
dessert is in order.
1 cup all-bran cereal
1 cup milk
The Murray Unit of the
1/1 cup (1/4-pound stick) butter
Hairdressers and Cosmetologists
or margarine, soft
will meet at the Southside
% cup chopped pitted dates
% cup very finely grated car- Restaurant at seven p.m. A
make up technician from Revlon
rots
will present the program.
114 cups unsifted flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
The Board of the Murray Quota
teapoon salt
Club will meet at the Southside
14 cup sugar
3 medium or 2 large firm-ripe Restaurant at 5:30 p.m,
fresh Bartlett pears
The
Calloway
County
Topping, see below
Combine cereal with milk in Genealogical Society will meet at
a medium mixing bowl and let the home of Mrs. Robert Bowden
stand about 5 minutes to soft- at 1:30 p.m.
en; beat in butter; stir in dates
and carrots. Thoroughly stir toTuesday, September 14
gether the flour, baking powThe New Concord Parents Club
der, salt and sugar; stir into will meet at the school at 7:30
bran mixture. Spread evenly in p.m. This will be "Back to
a well-greased 9-inch square School" night.
cake pan. Pare, halve and core
pears; slice thin and arrange
The
Providence
New
over batter. Spoon Topping Homemakers
meet at
will
Club
over pears. Bake in a prethe home of Mrs. Eunice Housden
heated 350-degree oven about 50
minutes. Cut in squares. Serve at one p.m.
warm with whipped cream.
The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
Makes 8 or 9 servings.
TOPPING: In a small sauce- First United Methodist Church
pan combine 3 tablespoons lem- wsr.s will meet at the home ,rf
on juice, % cup butter or mar- Mrs. Ralph Nelson, Doran lioad,
garine, 1/4 cup molasses and 11
/
4 at 9:30 a.m.
cups water; bring to a boil.
The Alice Waters Circle of the
Keep Cheese Handy First United Methodist Chu.( h
WSCS will meet at the home of
Keep :in airtight contaieer'
Mrs. H. G. Dunn, 1015 Sharpe
of shredded cheddar cheese
Street, at 9:30 a.m.
in the refrigerator to help
or MATCH)
you work magic in the kitchThe Sinking Spring Baptist
en. When it Is right at hand,
Women will meet at the home of
you'll reach for it daily to
Present Coupon with
Mrs.
Bill Collins at 8:30 a in
sprinkle over hot cooked
soiled items.
THIS OFFER EXPIRES
vegetables, casseroles, meat
The Senior Citizens luncheon
lodves or hamburgers. When
Valid
at
any
of
Boone's
unexpected guests arrive
will be held at the Memorial
SEPTEMBER 30. 1971
bring one cup of the cheese
Cleaners 5 Locations
Baptist Church at eleven a m.
and a half of stick of butter
to room temperature. Blend
The First Baptist Church VASS
in a mixing bowl, add a drop
will meet at the church at nine
of Worcestershire sauce and
a.m with Mrs. Eugene Tarry as
you have a spread for crackprogram leader.
ers. Or spread on roundrof
party rye, broil and top with
5
13th & Main
0 pimiento stuffed olive
The Hazel Baptist Church WMS
slice.
Stores
will meet at the church at 1:30
6th & Poplar
p.m. with Mrs. Vivian Fairris as
To
Check Pesticide
leader.
5 Points
Take time to read the label
Serve
Story Ave.
The Elm Grove Baptist Church
of a pesticide before you buy
You
it The label tells its hazards, WMS will`rnet at the home of
603 Main
Mrs. Charles Burkeen at 9.30
says the National Safety
.m.
Council.

Milk notes

Save meat

Vary applesauce

Family Supper

— MIX or MATCH

416 u

.a

ow PriC0 Policy *
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(dr
Children

Path
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Although I have written about
using Silica Gel for drying
flowers, a reader has written me
about it describing her method,
so I am repeating it. Her
description is so complete that I
am quoting: "I use a plastic box
with a tight cover, place a layer
of gel about an inch thick on the
bottom, then place flowers or
leaves on this and completely
cover them with gel. The lid is
then placed on tightly and the
flowers will be quite dry in three
days.
"If the flowers are large or
rather damp when they are
picked, the drying will take
longer. I have found that flowers
retain almost all their color."
I am indebted to Joan Bell for
this information and I am sure
you would have no trouble
following it.
This about the last call for
purchase of spring blooming
bulbs. When I say bulbs I am
thinking also of such things as
bulbs, corms, tubers and roots
of the small blossoming plants
that come up so early, even
through the snow sometimes, to

COI Mt

cost

rj y -} 0.
r
rtct mere per
ours:e
r».,-y thisweet•
ened
TI:^v
usually
• furnish mole c..;lories, hot
less' other ,
f ..sd value than
those•you S'ACCIM yourself.
f'r.

!Set .'t'

SANITONE DRY CLEANED

%.71

BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
give us theit sprightly, cheerful
little flowers.
We all have tulips, crocus,
hyacinths the grape hyacinths.
But there are se many more that
I taink we might try for a varied
early spring border or bed.
The Winter Aconite, or
Eranthis is among the earliest.
In fact it is sometimes called
New Year's Gift because of its
early blooming. Poets have sung
about this little announcer that
winter is nearly over. Some of
them are real bulbs and other
varieties are more of a
tubertRIS nature The newer
hybrids are larger and richer
colored and just as easy to grow.
If it is planted in a protected
sunny spot, the blooms will
appear even ..earlier It will
flourish in shade or sun but
prefers that stanny place. Plant
close together in a well drained
place and you will be well
rewarded.
Be sure to plant a few
Cliontioxa, "Glory of the Snow"
in masses for a cloud of silvery
pink, blue and white. They may
be left in the ground undisturbed
for six or seven years. Add
plenty of Scilla, white, blue and
pink and leave the bulbs in for
many years. Grape Hyacinths in
blue and white are dainty and
need never be dug or thinned
out. The more of these small
bull*, the better, and ypu will be
so glad next spring )tiat you
planted them.

•

Coupon

PANTS, SWEATERS,
SKIRTS (Plain)
(mix

$25°
BOON
E'S
LAUNDRY & CLEANE

RS

BOONE'S

LAUNDRY it CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

& T MES — MURRAY
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In The American L

n The National League

Charles Coody Rolls In Par
Putt On 18th To Win The Series

Briles Shuts Out Montreal;
St. Louis Wins Over Chicago

immediately for St. Louis
("It was one of the worst holes leave
By NEIL HERSIIBERG
I've ever played," he confessed for the forthcoming Ryder Cup
In other NL action, San game of the year.
UPI Sports Writer
later. "It wasn't that I bAt bad matches against Great Britain.
Francisco
topped Atlanta 6-1, Home msliv`i! igsrer Cedeno
shots, it was that I didn't think Nicklaus got $15,000 for
Nelson Braes Aepped out of St. Louis blanked Chicago
Mayberry, the latter's
4-0, and John
the bullpen and into the Los Angeles tripped San
the whole through. For in- second place and now has
two aboard,
with
coming
Diego
stance, it never occured to me earned $241,250 for seven
starting rotation earlier in his 6-3, Hoilston defeated Cincinnati carried Houston past Cincinnati
the third appearances in the World
career and Pittsburgh Pirate 4-2 and New York edged as Don Wilson earned his 15th
to play down
Series. Crampton got $11,250 for
fairway.")
manager Danny Murtaugh Philadelphia 3-2.
victory against eight losses by
... He got beck into a two third and Trevino $5,000 for
doesn't see why Briles can't
pitching a seven-hitter.
stroke lead as Nicklaus bogeyed fourth.
make the transition again.
Mike Jorgensen singled home
Tom Haller tied the score
the 11th hole but saw Big Jack For Nicklaus, it was another
Briles, used primarily as a with a sacrifice fly and Maury the tie-breaking run with one
cut it to a single stroke with A disappointment in a year that
spot starter and a long relief Wills broke the deadlock with a out in the ninth inning to drive
fantastic iron shot on the 15th started with his victory in the
man this season, inched a six, bases-loaded fielder's choice as in Winning pitcher Danny
But in the wake of his one that stopped 18 inches from the PGA championship —a win that
hitter in shutting out Montreal, the Dodgers scored four runs in Frisella as the Mets defeated
stroke World Series of Golf pin to set up a birdie.
started speculation he might
4-0, Sunday and snapping the the seventh inning to beat the Philadelphia.
victory here Sunday, nobody
i I told him 'nic shot,' but score a grand slam of the PGA,
Expos' four-game winning Padres and record their sixth
can ever say again that Charlie what I really want to do was Masters, U.S. and British
Istreak.
win a row.
LARRANAGA TO COACH
on
guy
Coddy isn't a deadgame
hit him over the head" said Opens. Coody ened that specuThe 28-year old righthander
YPSILANTI, Mich. (UPI)—
the golf course, that he's the Goody in a rare adventure into lation when he beat Nicklaus in
The
victory,
the
Dodgers'
itched his second consecutive
Larranaga, former Protype of a golfer who will fold humor."
the Masters.
complete game victory in Ilth in the last 13 games and Jim
star and the Detroit
when the pressure gets really
Somebody asked Nicklaus
raising his record to 7-3 as the ninth in a row in San Diego, vidence sixth draft choice
Pistons'
... He went into the final hole whether he thought there
hot.
allowed
Los
Angeles
to
stay
Pirates maintained their 5 In
the should be any changes in the
Sunday to take a
Because the tall, dark haired leading Nicklaus and
game lead over the St. Louis three games behind the Giants agreed
coaching position at Davidson
former Air Force lieutenant charging Crampton by just one format of the series.
Cardinals in
the
National in the National League West.
looked disaster in the eye at stroke, and then seemed to set "Well," Niclaus joked, "I
Home runs by Tito Fuentes, College.
League East.
The World Series Of Golf Champion
Larranaga was the fifth
least three times in the final himself up for a bogey when he wouldn't have minded keeping
Bites, a former Cardinal, and Bobby Bonds highlighted a
Putt
On
Pressure
No.
18
Charles
Coody
Sinks
scorer in Providenctround and came through with spanked his second shot into Coody out of it."
came out of the bullpen in 1967 four-run first inning outburst to highest
departure from the
great shots in the clutch for a the crowd at the right of the
and. helped pitch St. Louis to snap a seven-game Giant losing history. His
leaves seven
camp
Pistons'
three over par 73 that produced green, about 15 feet off the SEC Grid Roundup
streak.
With
one
out
in
the first
the World Championship, postcompeting for jobs.
a winning total of 141 for the putting surface.
ing a 14-5 mark en route. The inning, Fuentes hit his fourth rookies
two day, 36-hole tournament But he came back with a deft
next season, Briles was a full- homer of the season over the
among the winners of the top chip shot that stopped three
fledged member of the Red- left field fence and, after Willie REDMONT WINS RACE
feet from the ,cup.
golf championships of 1971.
birds' starting rotation, winning Mays followed with a walk,
IMOLA, Italy UP! —Brian
thip shot was the shot
JatiE'llticidaus, four time
,,.
19 games to again lead the Bonds powered a two-run Redmont of Britain won the
winner of the series, irriti that won it for ine.")
Cardinals to the World Series. mer, his 29th of the year, Imola Auto Race Sunday with a
second with a 71-142, Bruce And then he walked up and
But Briles, traded to the vet- the center field fence.
time of 1.23:30.4 (86.523 m.p.h.)
Crarnpton of Australia was took little time wrapping home
Pirates along with outfielder Bob Gibson reached a miles- after Austrian driver Klaus
for
Georgia
Saturday
while
third with a 70-143 and Trevino, the short putt for the $514,000
By DAVID MOFFTT
Alabama is back with a big
Matty Alou during the off- ne by recording his 50th Reisch died when his car ran
the U.S. and British Open first prize.
UPI Sports Writer ,
win," said "Bear" Bryant who South Carolina's Dickie Harris season, has been used as a fifth
jor league shutout in pitch: off the rain-slicked track and
Champion, was last with a 74- ("I didn't want to stand over
It looks like the Crimson Tide got his 200th victory in the blocked a punt to allow a starter and long man in the
the Cardinals to their burst into flames.
to
score
teammate
and
reit for too long and start has turned.
146.
—
umph over the Cubs with a
process. "We haven't had many
Murbullpen
this
year
under
Clay Regazzoni of SwitzerHere are the three crises of thinking what it meant.")
Alabama, anxious to regain big wins the last few years, not turned another 77 yards for a taugh. However, since his our-hitter.
land, the favorite, finished Ilth,
Charlie Coddy on a cool, People have been mentioning its former status after two many at all. Perhaps this will touchdown of his own. Kentucky
return to the starting rotation Gibson, who beat the Cubs for four laps behind because the oil
overcast day at the par 70, Coody and fold up in the same disappointing seasons, served give the boys confidence they sophomore Doug Koter refirst time since last Sept. pump of his Ferrari 312P
Briles has pitched impressively.
7,180 yard Firestone Country breath since the 1969 Masters warning this past weekend that can do it and take them from turned Clemson's opening kick- "I knew I just had to do the 16, recorded, his 19th complete
backed up.
off 98 yards.
when he went to the 15th tee in it will be a college team to there."
Club course:
job," said Briles. "The name of
Florida
senior
quarterback
... He started the day three the last round with a one stroke reckon with by upsetting 4th- "I'd say we wanted that
the game is winning. We need
strokes ahead of Nicklaus, went lead and bogeyed all of the last ranked Southern California —in game more than any other John Reaves, needing 2S3 yards
the pennant."
`to
equal
Archie
Manning's
four ahead with his only birdie our holes. But he virtually Los Angeles.
because of what happened last
The Pirates will entertain the
three-year
SEC
total
offense
ped
out
that
memory
when
of the day on the first hole ISen
The 11th-ranked Tide, with year," added Musso. "We'd
Cardinals
for a two-game series
won this year's Masters for workhorse Johnny Musso grind- thought about it all summer. record, passed for 253 yards
blew the hole wad with a double
former owners of the Whiteway Texaco Service
starting Wednesday and Briles
- bogey seven on the second hole is first major championship ing out 94 yards and two The humilitation of Birming- against Duke 'but lose 27
is
anxiously
anticipating
the
running for a 226 total. The
.ch also earned him a berth touchdowns, beat the Trojans, ham preyed on our minds."
as Nicklaus fired an eagle
Station at 15th & Main, have recently sold the
meeting of the top two clubs in
the World Series and his 17-10 and thus made amends for There were plenty of surpri- Gators had three interceptions
three. Coody made a rambling
the
NL
East.
tour of the rough on two ctory here has completed the that "humilating," 42-21, loss a ses on the first weekend of the and lost three fumbles.
business. We wish to take this opportunity to
Kenny
Lyons, "I think the Cardinals have
pe-out job.
fairways and a trap and wound
year ago in Birmingham.
1971 college football season. Sophomore
done a commendable job to be
Manning's
stepping
into
Archie
Coody, Nicklaus, and Trevino
up muffing a four foot putt.
"What this means is that But, unlike Alabama, most of
thank our many friends and customers for their
so close," Briles said. "We're
the shockers went the other shoes after sophomore Norris going to be meeting St. Louis
.
them
too
big,
Weese
found
way.
business during the past 18 years.
and a victory for me would be
College Roundup
'
Louisiana State, pre-season threw three touchdown pa
sweet
over
the
Cardinals."
$
choice to Win the Southeastern or Ole Miss Saturday night.
Conference, suffered a 31-21
saVellir•
loss to Colorado —at Baton
— ea&
Rouge. It had been eight years,
IMInn..
since a team scored that many
4iss
points against the defensive`"11111114""
ydjillIllir;e•• hat
minded Bengals.
rare" Illigi""11111415,
OO
F
-By GARY KALE
No. 15 Arkansas trounced and 47 yards before a crowd of Florida, expected to be a
UPI Sports Writer
11111,
California, 41-20; 17th ranked 67,590 at Baton Rouge. Speedy high-scoring machine this fall,
University of Pittsburgh
walloped Santa Cliff Branch, who runs the 100 was held to one touchdown in a
Washington
quarterbacks John Hogan and
19th rated in 9.2 seconds, returned an LSU 12-6 loss to Duke, not noted for
Barbara, 65-7;
Dave Havern are earning their
Stanford shutout Missouri, 19-0, punt 75 yards for a Colorado its defense; South Carolina
Ph.D's in football by 'pitching
shocked Georgia Tech, 24-7;
and No 20 Houston edged Rice, score.
; heavy duty."
Ohio State, supposedly re- and Mississippi State got off on
23-21
Pittsburgh, fortunate enough
Nebraska showed its own building its squad after key the wrong foot with a 26-7 loss
to have two fine signal callers,
two-quarterback system to ad- lases through graduation, un- at Oklahoma State.
made a successful season debut
vantage against Oregon with veiled Don Lamka and John Now for the good news.
-. for the first time since 1963 by
Jerry Tagge setting a school Bledsoe as its new one-two Georgia, ahead by 49 points in
upsetting 14th ranked UCLA,
career passing record of 2,989 scoring punch. Lemke, who the final period, beat massive
29-25, Saturday night as Hogan
yards. Tagge, who passed for spent the last two seasons as a Oregon State, 56-25; Kentucky
and Haven connected on 21 of
yards, hit Jerry List on a 34- defensive back, scored on runs nipped Clemson, 12-10; Ole Miss
98
33 passes that accounted for 184
-yarder to set up the first of 21, 19, 6 and 1 yards to beat Long Beach State, 29-13;
yards.
Cornhusker touchdown. Van trample Iowa. Bledsoe, who Steve Burger's third touchdown
It was Bayern's 10-yard
saw little action during the gave Vanderbilt a tougher-thanalso
touchdown toss to Les Block in Brewrtsen'
a senior' then
came on to direct scoring Buckeyes' 1970 undefeated regu- expected, 20-19 win over Chat, the fourth quarter that brought
drives of 33 and 50 yards. Gary lar season, tallied on 11 and 3- tanooga; Florida State beat
Pitt the victory and encouraged
Dixon tallied three times on yard bursts.
Southern Mississippi, 24-9; 'TuPanther fans to anticipate the
Joe Ferguson starred at lane beat Texas Tech, 15-9; and
short scoring runs.
club's first winning season in
quarterback for Arkansas with Memphis State beat West
Split end Bo Rather paced
nine years.
two scoring passes and a 2-yard Texas State, 30-0.
Michigan's
Big
Ten
triumph
Hogan started the Pitt swing
run to pilot the Razorbacks to Auburn, Tennessee, Miami
toward an upset by running over Northwestern on an 18their intersectional win over and Tampa were all idle the first
over from the four-yard line the yard end-around play for one
California; Washington ran up weekend but everybody sees
first time the Panthers had the score and a fumble „recovery
its largest score since 1944 in action this coming Saturday.
behind
the
Wildcats'
goal
line.
; ball and rifling a 21-yard pass
crushing U. of California at
7 to Dough Gindin for an early Bill Taylor was the Wolverines'
Santa Barbara behind the Alabama hosts Southern
14-0 lead. Pitt went on to break ground gaining giant with 105
passing 01---Mnny SixkWer; Miss, Auburn hosts Chattanooyards,
including
a
five-yard
TD
a six-game losing streak to the
Hillary Shockley paced Stan- ga, Florida meets Mississippi
run.
Uclans.
ford's win over Missouri with a State at Jackson, _Georgia hosts
Pitt's quarterback Mint goes Tailback Charlie Davis ground 45-yard touchdown
run, and Tulane, Kentucky will be at
for additional glitter against out 174 yards for Colorado as
Gary Mullins' two scoring Indiana (a 28-10 loser to
Oklahoma on Sept. 25. The the Buffaloes surprised LSU.
Sooners ripped Pittsburgh, 37-8, Davis scored twice on runs of 3 passes paced Houston's win Minnesotai, LSU hosts Texas
A&M, Ole Miss is at Memphis
over crosstown rival Rice.
in 1969 and this presents
State,
Tennessee, somewhat
another revenge motiveor
f the
•
•
The Small Car Expert has Two and Four-Door family
embarrassed, hosts a Santa
Panthers.
Barbara
(Calif.
team
which
Sedans. Five-Door Wagons and Sport Coupes. Pickup
, rated No. 1 in prelost to the University of
season balloting, lived up to its
Trucks,too. With such standard equipment as tinted glass,
Washington by a score of 65-7;
reputation with a 34-7 victory
and
Vanderbilt
hosts
Louisville.
whitewalls, reclining buckets. safety front disc brakes,
over 16th ranked Oregon on
Also, Miami hosts Florida
, Saturday. Fifth-ranked Michirear 'suspension and overhead cam engines,
independent
State, Georgia Tech hosts
By BOB STEWART
: gan rolled past Northwestern,
held Tuesday with today's
Michigan
State
(10-0
winner
depending on the model you choose.
. 214; No. 8 ISU was suprised
UPI Sports Writer
winners facing each other for
by Colorado, 31-21; 10th rated NEW YORK, (UPI) - the mens' title and Miss Casals over Illinois) and Tampa opens
When you stop in for a test drive, we'll give you a free
. Ohio State mauled Iowa, 52-21; America's Arthur Ashe and ice more challenging Billie against Louisiana Tech.
Buzy
Rosenberg
scored
on
Holand's Tom Other will be Jean King for the womens'
library of small car information you can't get anywhere
punt returns of 79 and 66 yards
defending the honor of the crown.
else. Admit it. You've got a lot of good reasons to see the
contract professional tennis
Ashe and Okker were the Holecek. New
Zealand's
Brian
players as the U.S. Open Tennis surviving two of the 24 World
Small Car Expert.
Fairlie fell to Smith Other h
Championships, stymied by two Championship. tennis players
losers were Owen Davidson,
Drive a Datsun ... then decide
days of rain, resume today with who entered the Foreet Hilts
Phil Dent and Alan Stone, but
the men's semi-final round.
event. The notable Wet defec- each lost to
fellow; WCT
Ashe, third seeded, faces the tions were led by Rod Laver
members.
upstart
Czechoslovakian,
Jan
and last year's champion Ken Three more
Oi•• Spar••••1
went out in the
Kodes, and fourth-seeded Okker Rosewall, both of Australia.
third round, but again two losers
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE
Ilor20$
SO
goes
against second-ranked
Of
the
original
24
in
the
field
were sent to the sidelines by
Itaute
Stan Smith of Pasadena, Calif. of 128, eight fell in the first
fellow workers. Ashe stopped
‘"‘
Woo:MN
Play will begin with the con- round with Wimbledon chamMark Cox and Nicki Pilic
tinuation of thw women's doubles pion and
kready for fire sessoa
top-seeded John ousted Bill
Bowrey. Hunt's
final
with
Rosemary Newcombe crashing down be- team
al Sears law price!
scored a solid victOry,
Casals of San Francisco and fore clay court specialist and
however, when Bob Carmichael
Australia's Judy Dalton leading French champion Koded.
knocked off eight-seeded Hie
the
French
team
of
Gail
Lamar
Hunt's
forces
lost
five
UMW.1101.1O/Cli ARO CO
Nastase.
Cliainfreau and Francoise Durr, more in second round play with
* Open 'Evenings Till 8:00 *
4-1, in the first set. Rain had the shocker coming when
Spring practice was held for
Southside Center Murray, Ky.
Ited the girls on
Dennis Ralston bowed out to the first time in UK grid,
So. 12th Street
Photto 753-7114
history
singles finals
raB
Saturdy.oh
will be the self-exiled Czech, Milan in 1928. by Coach Fred
Murphy.
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
UPI Sports Editor
AKRON, Ohio (UPI) —The
albatross is gone from around
Charlie C,00dy's neck.
The 34-year-old taciturn Texan from Abilene will never go
down in sports history as a
funny guy to listen to, like Lee
Trevino, and he himself insists
even today, "I'm not a
superstar, I just do the best I

labama Shocks Southern Cal
Kentucky Nips Clemson, 13-10

Newman and J. D. Grogan

1

!Pittsburgh Upsets Fourteenth
tRariked UCLA In Opening Game

V

The small car expert
has something new.

••
Open Tennis Championship
Resume Today After Rains

Shotgun
Shells
in stock

Sears

Catalog Sales Office
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DATSUN'S.
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Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

Wilbur W
As White
By STEVE WIISTELN
UPI Sports Writer
Wilbur Wood taught
School again and the les
earned him his 20th victo
the year, placing him with
other masters of the Ameni
League, Vida Blue and Mic
Lolich, in the 20-game-winn
circle.
Wood, pitching in his 1
straight Sunday afternoon ga
and gaining his sixth co
tive triumph on the Sob
became a 20-game winner
the first time in a career, s
mostly as a reliever, as
Chicago White Sox blanked
Kansas City Royals, 3-0.
"It's one of the biggest thr
in baseball," Wood said
he beat the Royals for the f
time in as many starts a
them this season. "I guess,"
said, "winning 20 and w'
19 is like the difference betw
a -1.99 ERA and a 2.00 E
That's something else the
year old knuckleballer
achieve this year. His s'
shutout of the year enab
Wood'to lower his earned
average to 2.00, second b
only to Blue among starti
Ameni
the
pitchers in
League.
Wood, 20-11, who scatte
five singles and struck out •
received all the support
needed in the fifth when W
Williams singled with two
stole second and went to
on Buck Martinez' thr
error. Pat Kelly singled
Williams and Carolos M
followed with a run
triple.
Kansas City starter Di
Drago, 16-9, going for an
time Kansas City high
victories for one season,
the victim.
Wood retired the last
batters in order as he hurl
his 18th complete game a
became the White Sox' first
game winner since Gary Pe
Lin 1964.
American- Leag
a.' In other
games, Minnesota beat Oakla
7-5 in 10 innings, Detroit edg
Boston 3-2, Cleveland kayo.
New York sit; rallwaulc
California 4-3 a.
nipped
Washington saw both of

it

So Pre

MU
NATUR
COM

Gas
Speck

Was
Now
Only
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In The American League

the year.
ruelly'v Obsar Cedenu
Mayberry, the latter's
aboard,
two
with
louston past Cincinnati
Wilson earned his 15th
.gainst eight losses by
a seven-hitter.
orgensen singled home
reeking run with one
e ninth inning to drive
Ling pitcher Danny
as the Mets defeated
lila
AGA TO COACH
ANTI, Mich. (UPI )-renege, former Prostar and the Detroit
sixth draft choice
Sunday to take a
position at Davidson
aga was the fifth
icorer in Providenc*
Us departure from the
camp leaves seven
)mpeting for jobs.
rr WINS RACE
, Italy (UPI)-Brian
of Britain won the
to Race Sunday with a
.23:30.4 (86.523 m.p.h.)
strian driver Klaus
ed when his car ran
ainelicked track and
flames.
egazzoni of Switzer favorite, finished llth,
behind because the oil
his Ferrari 312P

Grogan,
fexaco Service
cently sold the
pportunity to
tomers for their

4F-,)
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Wilbur Wood Wins 20th Game
As White Sox Blank Royals 3-0

Dal;
Icago

D(;ER & TIMES -MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Standings
>C-=••=0•04:•(=••=-0-=.=.=-C.=(C

acersiOpen Season With
32-22 Victory Saturday

- 1Jkk League Standings
By United Press International
By STEVE WIISTEIN
American League
games washed away by rain in
Al Kaline's two-run homer in
UPI Sports Writer
East
Baltimore.
the fifth inning, his 15th of the
BY MIKE BRANDON
Wilbur Wood taught Sunday
W. L. Pct. GB
In the National League, Los year, hit the left field foul pole
School again and the lesson
Baltimore
88 51 .633 ... The Murray State University
Angeles whipped San Diego 6-3, and provided the victory for the
earned him his 20th victory of
Detroit
81 64 .559 10 Football Thoroughbreds opened
San Francisco beat Atlanta 6-1, Tigers. Tom
Timmerman Boston
the year, placing him with the
76 71 .517 16 their season Saturday by scoring
Pittsburgh blanked Montreal 4- picked up the win by pitching 4
other masters of the American
New York
72 73 .497 19 a 32-22 come from behind win
0, St. Louis blitzed Chicago 4-0, 1-3 innings of one-hit ball.
League, Vida Blue and Mickey
Washington
58 85 .406 32 over the Western Carolina
Houston beat Cincinnati 4-2, and
Graig Nettles drove in three Cleveland
Lolich, in the 20-game-winner's
/
2 Catamounts. The contest, played
56 88 .389 341
New York downed Philadelphia runs with a pair of homers and
circle.
in Asheville North Carolina, saw
West
3-2.
Roy Foster belted a two-run
Wood, pitching in his 11th
W. L. Pct. GB. 11 fumbles lost during the steady
to
help Sam Oakland
straight Sunday afternoon game Cesar Tovar drove in two home run
92 53 .634 ... clounpour of rain.
78 67 .538 14
and gaining his sixth consecu- runs with a bases-loaded single McDowell pick up his 12th Kansas City
tive triumph on the Sabbath, in the 10th inning as the Twins, victory of the season and first Chicago
68 77.469 24
became a 20-game winner for who wasted a four-run lead in since Aug. 26, as the Indians California
68 78 .466 2414 Western Carolina scored on the
66 77 .462 25 first play of the contest.
the first time in a career, spent the eighth, won the game after overcame a two run first inning Minnesota
mostly as a reliever, as the knocking Blue out of the game. deficit and beat the Yankees. Milwaukee
63 82 .434 29 Catamount quarterback Jeff
Johnny Briggs cracked his
Sunday's Results
Conner hit orfan 83 yard pass to
Chicago White Sox blanked the Blue who remains at 23-8, was
third homer in four games to Detroit 3 Boston 2
Jerry Gaines to put the Racers
Kansas City Royals, 3-0.
touched for seven hits and five
six points down. Carolina added
"It's one of the biggest thrills runs in the eight innings he cap a three-run Brewer rally in Cleveland 5 New York 2
another touchdown and a field
in baseball," Wood said after worked and issued a season the sixth inning and Marty Chicago 3 Kansas City 0
Pattin received relief help from Minn. 7 Oak. 5 (10 inn)
goal and led 15-0 at the end of the
he beat the Royals for the fifth high of six walks.
first period of play.
time in as man; starts against Jim Roland, who took over Ken Sanders in the eighth to Milwaukee 4 California 3
The Racers, with six starters
them this season. "I guess," he for Blue in the ninth, loaded the quell an Angel uprising and Walt at Bal. 12) ppd rain
give Milwaukee its victory. In
out with injuries, refused to give
said, "winning 20 and winning bases on two walks and a single
registering his 28th save • in 76
Today's Probable Pitchers
up. Early in the second quarter
19 is like the difference between in the 10th. Toyer followed with
a 1.99 ERA and a 2.00 ERA." his game-winning hit off Jim appearances, Sanders was able Minnesota (Hamm 2-1 and Rick Fisher grabbed a 68 yard
to
preserve
Pattin's
13th ICaat 11-12) at California (May pass thrown by Garnet Scott and
That's something else the 29- Grant.
victory against 14 loc-ses.
9-11 and Murphy 11-14), 2, twi- raced for -paymud" for the first
year old knuckleballer may..
achieve this year. His sixth
Detroit (Niekro
"amt Ptshrr we erszteatirfbea t44shutout of the year enabled
Kilkenny 4-4) at Baltimore pointer and the Racers had pulled
Woad. to lower his earned run
(Dbson 17-7 and McNally 18-4), to within seven, 15-8. The Racers
average to 2.00, second best
held Carolina scoreless for the
2, twi-night.
only to Blue among starting
Oakland (hunter 19-11) at quarter and scored on two field
pitchers in the
American
Kansas City ( Fitzmorris 6-3), goals by Stan Watts to trail at the
League.
THE RACER COACHING
'
"-Murray State University football coaches are from left, front
half 15-14. Watts' first field goal
Wood, 20-11, who scattered Terry Hassell, a former was the number three ranked night.
row, Gary Crum and Bill Mina, defensive coaches; Bill Furgerson, head coach; and Jerry Stripling,
Johnson 9-10) at attempt came from 34 yards and
five singles and struck out nine, member of Western Kentucky tennis player in the state last Chicago
Milwaukee
12-15), the second one, a record- offensive coach. Back row are Steve Doran, graduate assistant; Carl Oakley, offensive coach; and
i Parsons
received all the support he University's tennis team, year.
Donnie Williams, graduate assistant. Scheduled home games this season include Tennessee Tech,
Eads teamed up with Tildon night.
breaking 53 yards. The 53 yarder
needed in the fifth when Walt defeated Greg Young, a new
Williams singled with two out, addition to Western's tennis McMasters of Louisville to win Washington (Thompsoj 1-6) at brake Watts' school record of 52 Sept. 25; Morehead, Oct. 2; Eastern Kentucky,Oct. 30; and Austin Peay, Nov. 6(homecoming).
stole second and went to third team, to win the men's open the 35-and-over doubles com- Cleveland (Colbert 5-4), night. set two seasons ago against
Nw York (Stottlemyre 13-11) Austin Peay.
Photo by Wilson Woolley )
on Buck Martinez' throwing singles divtilion of the Kentucky petition. The team beat Purcell
error. Pat Kelly singled home Invitational Tennis Tournament and his partner, George Garrison at boston (Siebert 16-9), night. Carolina scored their last time victory.
for the day in the third period as Rick Fisher racked up .195
Williams and Carolos May played at Murray State of Dayton, Ohio, 6-4, 6-0.
The tournament was sponsored
Tuefday's Games
Eddie Sveum plunged over from yards rushing Pt the contest, only
followed with a run-scoring University over the past
by the Murray Tennis Club and Oakland at Kansas City (night) the two yard line and Jim Corley three short of the record set by
weekend.
triple.
Stan Fritts against Evansville
hit on the PAT.
Kansas City starter Dick Hassell who defeated Young by Landolt Insurance Agency. Chicago at MIL (night)
Purcell, who was director of Wash. at Clev. (twilight)
With 3:11 left in the third period last year. Total yardage found
Drago, 16-9, going for an afl- 6-1, 6-1, in the finAls Sunday, is
Bill Farrell took a Scott pass and the Racers with 344 and Western
ame Kansas City high in presently in graduate school at the tourney, said the meet had a New York at Boston (night)
full 32-draw
Only games scheduled)
in both singles
Culler grabbed the two point Carolina with 325. The Racers
victories for one season, was Western.
conversion pass to tie the score Picked up 17 first downs in the
The open doubles competition divisions and that he felt the
the victim.
Saturday's Results
for the first and last time in the contest while Western Carolina
Wood retired the last 14 was won by Arfid Bergman and tournament was a complete
New York 10 Cleveland 8
managed 15.
contest at 22 apiece.
batters in order as he hurled Marty Robinson as they defeated success.
Detroit 1 Boston 0
The Racers iced the game in
his 18th complete game and the team of Hassell and Henry
Oak. 5 Minn. 3 (10 inn)
the final period. Rick Fisher Murray will be idle this
became the White Sox' first 20- Baughman 4-6, 6-4, 7-5. Bergman
Kansas City 4 Chicago 2
scrambled from the Catamount weekend but will open their Ohio
game winner since Gary Peters plays for Western and Robinson
Milwaukee 3 California 0
Come In and See About Lessons in
is a former Western player.
25 down to the five but fumbled Valley Conference play the
in 1964.
Wash. at Halt. (pi:Pc! rain)
the ball in the mud. Merril Brick following Saturday with a home
In other American- League Baughman is a former member
picked up the loose ball in the tilt with Tennessee Tech.
games, Minnesota beat Oaklana of the Murray State team and is
scramble that followed and found
National League
7-5 in 10 innings, Detroit edged now an instructor at Western.
himself in the end zone for the go
And Other New Crafts
Boston 3-2, Cleveland kayoedl Murray State tennis coach
East
Major League Leaders
Score by Quarters
New York 54; Milwaukee,Beanie Purcell won the 35-and- By United Press International
W. L Pct. G8 ahead touchdown. Watts hit on
v.14 8 10-32
MurtaY
4-3 and over singles by beating Don Eads
602 S. 12th
California
nipped
Pittsburgh
88 59 .599 ... the PAT and later added a 28 Carolina
Phone 753-9384
Leading Batters
15 0 7 0-22
yard field goal to wrap up the
Washington saw both of its of Louisville 2-6, 6-3, 6-3. Eads
St.
Louis
82
64
.562
51#2
National League
75 69 .521 11'1
G. AB R. H. Pct. New York
74 71 .510 13
Torre, St.L 146 573 87 209 .365 Chicago
63 80 .441 23
Quint, Pt
121 486 79 167 .344 Montreal
59 87 .404 28'1
13clat, Chi
131 530 80 181 .342 Philadelphia
West
Garr, AU
140 578 94 192 .332
W. L Pct. GB
Snglln, Pt
128 494 57 161 .326
83 63 .568 .
Jones, NW 125 466 60 152 .326 San Francisco
8086 it 3
Aaron, AU
127 451 87 146 .324 Los Angeles
74 73 .
91/
Brck, St.L 141 571 116 184 .322 Atlanta
72 74 .493 11
Alou, St.l.
136 557 73 177 .318 Houston
71 77 .400 13
Davis, LA
142 574 74 179 .312 Cincinnati
San Diego
54 92 370 29
American League
Sunday's Results
G. AB R. H. Pct.
Olva, Minn 120 472 73 163 .345 Houston 4 Cincinnati 2
Mr, NY
136 490 85 158 .322 San Francisco 6 Atlanta 1
Rttnd, Bal
124 422 73 132 .313 New York 3 Philadelphia 2
Carew, Min 134 528 83 163 .309 St. Louis 4 Chicago 0
Otis, KC
135 512 75 158 .309 Pittsburgh 4 Montreal 0
Toyer, Min 140 588 87 178 .303 Los Angeles 6 San Diego 3
Rojas, KC
115 414 56 124 .300
Today's Probable Pitchers
Smith, Boa 144 564 80 165 .293
Montreal (Morton 10-14 and
May, Chi
125 447 54 130 .291
Hortn, Det 115 436 62 127 .291 Strohmayer (7-5) at New York
(Sadecki 6-6 and McAndrew 1-5)
Home Runs
National League: STargell, 2, twi-night.
Pitt 44; Aaron, AU 41; May, Pittsburgh (Blass 13-7) at
On 37; Williams, AU and Chicago (Pappas 17-12).
Philadelphia (Reynolds 4-7)
Johnson, Phil 31.
American League: Fash, Det at St. Louis (Cleveland 12-11))
30; Melton, Chi and Jackson, night.
Oak 29; Smith, Bos 27; Nettles, Atlanta (Neibauer 0-0) at
Cincinnati (Nolan 11-14), night.
lev 25.
San Diego (Kirby 13-12h. at
Runs Batted In
National League: Torre, St.l. Houston ( Forsch 7-7), night.
125; Stargell, Pitt 119; Aaron, Los Angeles (Singer 8-161 at
AU 106; Bonds, SF 89; May, San Francisco (Marichal 14-10),
night.
Cin 88.

Western Stars Shine At
Tennis Tournament Sunday

THE CRAFT HOUSE

NEW CRAFTS have just arrived!

Major League
Leaders

It's Time
For
Dark!

Decoupage, Paper Tole

'Long
ohnSilved
FISH &CHIPS

So Prepare Now

MURRAY
NATURAL GAS
COMPANY

Ahoy Mateys!
Save $2.80
with these
4 Coupons

Has

Gas Lites
At A

Special Price

Was $34"
N
Oon7y

95
$ 16

INSTALLED
Street

Americo League: Killebiew,
Tuesday's Games
Minn 109; Bando, Oak 87;
Smith, Bos 86; Cash, Det and Montreal at New York
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Mw-cer, NY 84.
Philadelphia
at St. loins
Pitching
National League: Jenkins, (night)
Chi 21-12; Ellis, Pitt 18-7; Atlanta at Cincinnati (night1
Downing, LA, Seaver, NY and San Diego at Houston (night).
Los Angeles at S.F night)
Carlton, St.l. 18-8.
American League: Blue, Oak
Saturday's Results
23-8; Lolich, Det 23-11; Wood,
Chi 20-11; Hunter, Oak 19-11; Chicago 7 St. Louis 0
Montreal 4 Pittsburgh 1
McN
oily, Bait 18-4; Palmer. New York 9 Philadelphia
Atlanta 5 San Francisco 4
Balt 18-7; Cuellar, Bait 18-8.
Houston 5 Cincinnati 2
Blanton Collier, in his initial
season as a collegiate coach 1953
Al Phaneuf of Montroal,
UK )
at
was
named
"Southeastern Conference ('oach Quebec, was the first Canadian
of the Year" by his fellow ever to sign a University of
Kentucky football grant-in-aid.
coaches
He lettered in 1966-67-68 and now
A game unique in
the is playing in the Canadian
Univcrsity of Kentucky's football Football League.
history occurred in 1900, when the
Wildcats defeated Louisville
Vito (Babe) Parini for many
YMCA, 12-6, without running a
years held the national record for
single offensive play Kicking on
most touchdown passes 501 in a
first down every time they gained
career (1949-51 The "Kentucky
possession. Kentucky made its
Babe" in 1950 also seta record for
scores through the recovery of
I'D passes (23)
opponent fumbles in the end zone

SAVE 70" SAVE 701 SAVE 704 1 SAVE 70'
Buy one order of
Fish 'n Chips at
regular price-11.09& get second order
tot iust
39/
R.ng 9ohn 4111,e:4

Buy one order of
Buy one order of Buy one order of
Fish 'n Chips at
Fish 'n Chips at
Fish 'n Chips at
regular price-51.09- regular price-11.O9- regular price -'1.09& get second order & get second order & get second order
tot iust
iust
fori
39
us:

39c
qe/tr,

IverJ

394
eon 9•Fin S s I% r

ong )47ri

lv r J

Good thru 9/23/71 Good thru 9/23/71 I G ood thru 9/23/71 LGood thru 9/23/71

+ Change course & set sail for

Long John Silvers'
711 Hazel Ave. • Murray..
.Yet
•
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I HE

US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 17.50-17.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 17.00-17.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 16.50-17.00
Sows
Federal State Market News US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 14.75-15.25
US 1-3300-650 lbs., 14.00-14.75
Service September 9, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog US 2-3 450-656 lbs. 13.00-100 few
Market Report includes 10 buying down to 12.
Boars 10.00-11.50
stations

Purchase Area
Hog Market

.50 higher Sows steady
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 18.00-18.50
US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 17.75-18.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 17.25-17.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 16.75-17.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 14.75-1525
US 1-3 3013450 lbs., 14.00-14.75
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.00-14.00
few down to 12.00
Boars 10.00-11.50

Mayfield Buying Station
Total head 261
Compared to last week $1. to $2.
over
Lightweight 25 lbs. 1825

US 1-2 36-4.5 lbs., $25.25
US 1-2 46-55 lbs., 24.50
US 1-2 56-69 lbs., 23.25
US 1-2 70-89 lbs., 19.50
US. No. 3 46-55 lbs., 21.50
Federal State Market News US No. 3 70-89 lbs., 18.25
US No. 3 100-125 lbs., 16.75
Service September 10, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog US No. 3125-150 lbs., 16.25
Market Report includes 10 buying US No. 4 125-150 lbs. 14.00
Boars 26-35 lbs., 19.00
stations
Receipts Est. 15.50 Barrows and
Boars 26-35 IA., 19.00
Gilts L4 lower Sows steady
Boars 56-59 lbs., 17.50
Boars 100-125 lbs., 14.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 17.75-18.25

116
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SHOmint

Wiipi1Orrib for Wasp9
Yellow Jacket &
Hornet Nests
Get rid-of nesting pests-and
from a safe distance. The Kill-Ko
Wasp Bomb shoots a steady,
directional stream that is
controllable for a distance of
ten to tweLye feet. Control
aerial and ground nests
effectively and safely

KI

SATJSFACTION GUARANTEED

LEDGE.8 &

TIMES - tt !IRAN% KENTUCKY

Catching a taxi in Spain
takes more than luck
By MARGOT DICK
Copley News Service
MADRID - If you want to
get a cab in Madrid during the
noon-hour rush, you'd better be
prepared to fight. A deadly
weapon helps. You've .gotta
have guts. And you need luck,
too.
Say you carne out of one of
the big department stores
around 12730. The sun is hot,
the street crowded. Along the
curb are crowds of people, all
waiting for the same taxi.
Five cruise by, all filled.
Five more.'Suddenly one
empty cab appears, and thirty
fingers go up at once. But, the
driver isn't working; he's on
his way home to have lunch
himself. He indicates this by
cramming his fingers into his
mouth, eyes straight ahead.
Every third cab is empty, but
its driver seems to be having an
epileptic fit. What he is really
doing is trying to tell you he is
"out to lunch." One man indicates this by eating corn on
the cob, in pantomime. The
next throws back his head, as if
he were tossing off a glass of
beer. Another driver seems to
be chewing on a leg of lamb.
Actors all.
Finally, one pulls up before
the crowd, and a great, big
man, who looks Like a dancehall bounder, elbows 29 waiting
mothers, children and smaller
men out of the way. He lunges
fiercely into the cab.
For the next 40 minutes each
free cab that appears is fought
over by people who converge on
it frorn both sides. An old lady
swings her purse at three
young men. They howl at her,
but step back. This is no game
for weaklings.
Pretty soon, all the men have
pushed all the women aside and
taken every cab in sight. You

community owarenen mean/.

are left with the other losers. :erence," he says. "He's a rich
A cab pulls up then, right at movie star. And, I'm a taxi
your hand, and you open the driver." He says this with a
door with vast relief. But no, vast irony. but, with great good
madame, it is not to be.
humor.
From across the street
-Do your feet hurt?" he asks.
rushes a fat lady with an
"Yes."
umbrella. "No, no, no!" she is
-Well, take off your shoes,"
screeching, "it's mine!" She he suggests logically. You do.
grabs your hand with her right, More heaven. Then Senor
throws it off the door handle, Quinn switches on the radio to
and brandishes her umbrella at flamenco music. It is the voice
your head with her left. The of a man who loves all the frills
taxi driver watches this with a and thrills. His falsetto voice is
big grin. After all the fat lady ten years past its prime, but
has guts. She looks like she Quinn thinks he's good.
could take on Franco's army by
.'A marvel!' he says. "What
herself and win.
a voice." You agree politely so
You step back, appalled, and as not to be thrown out of the
say weakly, "OK senora it's cab.
yours.'' "Do you sine- you ask.
After that the starch goes out
•'Certainly I sing,'" he says,
of you. You are absolutely amazed at the question.
And,
certain you are going to die of he does. More trills, another
sunstroke on this very corner cracked falsetto, but who can
and nobody will even stop to resist the vitality Quinn?
of
Not
cart the body away. The hotel you.
seems like a beautiful dream
-How many children?" you
halfway across the world.
ask.
There are hundreds of
-Seven," he says comscreeching people around you, placently. "I am rich in
all running after cabs. They
children."
don't get many.
We pull up to the hotel, and
You Just stand there, the you
pay him double fare.
picture of despair. Your finger
"You
are a marvelous
goes up automatically, but
weakly, at 'every cab, ex- man," you say. "If lever meet
Anthony Quinn I'll tell him all
pecting nothing.
All of a sudden a cab pulls in, about you."
"Yeah," he says, -tell him
the cab driver leans out, and
you are looking straight into I'm a better man than he is."
will," you say.
the face of Anthony Quinn.
The spitting Image. You do not
wait to ponder this, but hop in,
WORTH REPEATING
flailing your arms like any
The child's love of knowledge
other Madrilena. If you had an is such that it surpasses every
umbrella you would catch other love.
anybody who dared come near
-Maria Montessori
you neatly in the head. But, you
don't have to fight, after all.
Step into the
Leaning back in the cab you
say. "I think I must have died
Wonderful
and gone to heaven."
Senor Quinn seems to understand. "Hot day," he says
3ympathetically

of the
V0
0 e
,

"Has anybody ever told you
that you look like a
famous
movie star named Anthony
Quinn?" you ask.
"Anthony Quinn! Anthony
Quinn! That's all I hear," he
says, rolling his eyes to
heaven.
My mother-in-law, my
kids,
all the tourists, everybody
me all the time I look like tells
that
fella," tie- Kayg:
"You do," you say enthusiastically.
'There's one little dif-

The aspirations of youth the goals
of community eaders and the
determination of bier/ citizen iQr
a better way o 'ife is the reascr
your community has prospered
Another reas-m 7 The ac,,,
the L&N in this area Working
with inclus'I; ,i)mmerce and
agriculture L&N assures the kind
of rail disthbution that moven
the fruits of their labors to the
world's marketplaces L&N alsrJ
works diligently to nett) brrrrg
new industry to your region In
addition the L&N pays Stage and
local property taxes which mean
better schools roads fire and
police protection for your
community Yes L&N is helping
to provide a better way of life
in your town

DAYTONA BEACH

TRIAL BREAK
est Mediha chats Ix
friend ottb,Ade the 0
room during a break p
My Lai makacre
martial at Ft* MO',
01.- 2

,

TONIG147
TOMORROWAIGH1?
WANTED, DEAD OR ALIVE
NEW TIME, 6:30 PM
STEVE McQUEEN IS THE
BOUNTY HUNTER WHO ALWAYS
TRIES TO BRING EM BACKAUVE.
TROUBLE IS $91v1ETIMES THEY
WON'T LET HIM
MAC-TV

111011142

• Golf & Tennis privileges
•9 hole putting green
• Game room, shuffleboard, baby
sitter service
• Planned entertainment
• Across from shopping center,
bowling, theatre
• Near Jai Alai Dog Racing,
Gat
eoRaceien: fishing
•Aurt
It
deep sea
Write for free brochure, rates.
Credit cards hearod:
America. Exams, Diners Club.
gaol Awericard. Master Charge
tir(:,66.
*

REGISTERED SAIN1
pups, great with
Reasonable prices. Te
miniature Schnauzers.
Ayre Kennels, Buchan
seess, phone 901-247-334

MAHOGANY KNE
desk, 1631 Farmer Avei
Apt. Call in person after
p.m.

RUNNING SPECIAL
Irish Setter puppies. Ca
or 753-9457.

16' SAIL BOAT, trailer,
outboard bracket,
lights, main sail and jit
$2075.00. Phone 753-9556

FRENCH ANTIQUE
his & her chairs, lar
cabinet, baby dressing
play pen. Phone 753-955E

REGISTERED MALI
one year old. Phone .1362367.

SMALL GROCERY t
Sell stock and fixtur
building. Phvne 733-9021
by 1401 Vine.

AUTOMATIC WASHI
dryer, $35.00 each. Hosj
$75.00. All excellent c
Phone 436-5400.

ANTIQUE PLAYER
restored and refinisl
Cellent condition. Phone
4399
NERE'S LUCY
NEW TIME,II:00 PM
LUCY AS ALWAYS THE
VICTIM OF A HILARIOUS
AILMENT CALLED
FOOT-IN-MOUTH DISEASE
MAC-TV
MAU

MY MIME SONS
NEW TIME,9:00 PM
FRED MACMURRAY IS
GOOD OL' DAD WILLIAM
DEMAREST IS EVER FAITHFUL
UNCLE CHAR UE
VSLAC-TV
111011111A1

FIVE STRING banjo ce
$60.00. Excellent c(
Phone 753-4710.
SIAMESE KITTENS,
old. Ph. 753-1348. If no
call 753-4978.

GAS S'TUVE, refrigerat
stereo and couch an
Phone 753-4897.
LESPEDEZA HAY in
Phone Hurt & Hurt
Kirksey, Kentucky,489-2
TWELVE WEANING pi
each. Phone 436-2113.

ARNIE.NEW TIME,9:30 PM
HERSCHEL BERNARDI
WHO EXCHANGED HIS BLUE
COLLAR FOR WHITE
' SUE ANE LANGDON
KEEPS IT LAUNDERED
MAC-TV

THE GLEN CAMPBELL
Gown's' NOUN
NEW TIME,630 PM
THE BALLADEER FROM
DELIGHT ARKANSAS
DELIGHTFUL AS EVER WITH
BIG NAME GUESTS
WIAC-Tif
MOAT

Bring your lighthearted spirit
we
supply everything else to romp or
rest by the sparkling see?•All rooms & suites are
oceanfront and have private
balconies
•2 Olympic pools,
1100 ft. of private beach
•Color TV. phones, room service
• Air conditioned & heated
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop

WOO

GU NSMOKE
NEW TIME,7:00 PM
JAMES ARNESS IS DILLON
STILLTHE MARSHAL IN
CHARGE OF LAW AND ORDER
IN DODGE CITY
MAC-TV

FOR SALE

PIANO, USED, rebui
repairing. Jetton &
Sales & Service, et
Mayfield. Evening an(
phone 247-8522.

MOUT

MOAT

ANTIQUE HALF be
springs, about 70 yez
coffee table, six cane
chairs. Phone 753-4639.
SETTER PUPPIES,
July 4, 1971, Dom dal
Sam L. Rebel, Sire:
Flaming Star. Bold higi
ends, papers to registei
seen after 5 o'clock. Call
3301.
CARPETS AND life to
beautiful if you use Blu
Rent electric shampoc
Big K.

114
4
e:,

SUPER stuff, sure nu
Blue Lustre for cleaning
Rent new electric sharr
Western Auto, Home
Wishing Well".

.110:

HAWAII FIVE-0
NEW Tin 7:30PM
ACTION THAT'S
FAST 'N' FURIOUS WHEN
JACK LORD TRACKS CRIME
ON THE ISLANDS
MAC-TV
TulSuy

CANNON
NEW SHOW,8:30PM
BIGGER THAN LIFE
THAT'S WILLIAM CONRAD AS
PRIVATE PIE CANNON
BIG EXCITEMENT EVERY WEEK
MAC-TV
MUM

PENTA TREATED
Resistant to rot and
Ideal for boat docks
weather exposed uses
Lumber Co
Maple
Murray, Kentucky.
BELTONE FACTORY
hearing aid batteries for
hearing aids. Wallis Dru
CLARKE CARPET
upright carpet sweep
good condition. Sold
$300.00. Will sell for $1!
Jerry Adams, Mayfie
tucky 247-6663.
WANT TO BU1

gager
BEACH MOTEL
.
......

The Louisville and Nashville Railroad

WLAC-TilvdDS
WHERE
THE GOOD
TIMES ARE

'\\\

RESERVE
CITE(
JUDGE

We like to grow
together thot woy.

TC HL
11X(
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STAND UP FOR AMERICA!!

I Register and Vote the AMERICAN Ticket!

FLORIDA
WORLD

,i•W ii fociolly ferporvive.
We're proud to be port of
your community family!

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 13, 1971
JUDENBURG, Austria I UPI ) store. The shoppers cautiously
FAMINE THREAT
-Customers jumped for their re-entered the store only after
LONDON ( UPI) - Famine
lives when a 20-inch snake being assured by health offithreatens 25 million of East
wriggled out of a shipment of cials the snake was of local,
Pakistan's poorer inhabitants,
bananas in a Judenburg food harmless variety.
according to American doctors.
Imports of nearly 3 billion
tons of grain are needed to
provide enough food to prevent
outright starvation, Dr. Lincoln
MR. TOM GOLDEN, Candidate for State
Chen and Dr. John Rhode of
the Harvard Medical School
Superintendent of PubIL'
-'0.-`7;:rken, will appear on
said in the Lancet Magazine
TV Channel 11 WHAS, Louisville, Sept 16 & 17,
published today. Floods, the
worst cyclone of the century
6 p.m. and 11 p.m., WHAS Radio 7 p.m. 16th,
and civil war will mean food
roduction being cut in two
7:10 Lm. 17th. The Bob Schulman's Spot.
successive years, the men said.

1

NIS

Voyage, Some Motel Ocieettoot Illetert
Atlent.c eel . Dept
2421
Dittoes Bieck Florida

Layne
Mertes

1

city_ __--5tete-4iej_.1-1
m
win ma mm.Wihriee4www.mwsom

WANT 'TO BUY;
standing timber. Also
sale lumber and
Murray Saw Mill and Li.
Phone 753-4147.
WANT TO BUY; mal
female bicycle, used, W
or rent 18,000 BTU like
conditipner. 753-4126.
WOULD 'LlItE to buy
drop leaf dinette table.
.2 p.m. 753-6015.

DAY-SEPTEMBER 13, 1971
e. The shoppers cautiously
ntered the store only after
kg assured by health offitho snake was of local,
nIesi variety.
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IMERICA!!

i

lidate for State
will appear on
ilie, Sept 16 & 17,
Radio 7 p.m. 16th,
:hulman's Spot

16sHop THE WANT ADS wAy

Call :I
753-1916•
•
•

753C-al191

•
*000000 0

00 000000 000000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000 000000

FOR SALE

NOTICE

PIANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning
repairing. Jetton de Dyer Piano
0
O
Sales & Service, Cuba Road, 0
Mayfield. Evening and Saturday '.::
phone 247-8522.
TFC

........
..

REGISTERED SAINT Bernard
pups, great with children. or
re
Reasonable prices. Terms. Also ....r.
or
miniature Schnauzers. Melody Ayre Kennels, Buchanan, Tenn- ....
re
ro
seess, phone 901-247-3345.
S15C .
1f.
....
....
or
MAHOGANY KNEE-HOLE Z
rr
desk, 1631 Farmer Avenue, West. ~
~
00
Apt. Call in person after 6
~
p.m.
Sl3C

11, ••.

FOR RENT: Beautiful Valarah
Lee Apartment, unfurnished, 2
bedrooms, living room, kitchen,
utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
conditioned.
Dishwasher,
refrigerator, stove, garbage
" disposal. Across from Westview
0. Nursing Home on South 16th St
Phone 753-4974.
S13C
2
0.
0.

/I? ••••
••••
00
••••
•••

......
...
...

N -0- T - I - C - E!!

I

,
..,~.. r..•
..„:.1.. ..

Important Happening . .
Going
South
21
4,
: .. .

SPOI

1 VA‘S

RUNNING SPECIAL price on
Irish Setter puppies. Call 753-1862
or 753-9457.
014C

8101111AT

19
s%
<e

,600

1ITHFUL

;HARUE

rsac-nr
81101118111

SPAM
E ANN
30 PM
R FROM
KANSAS
R WITH
:WEST'S
UC-TV
MOAT

NOON
30PM
1N LIFE
AD AS
iNNON
'WEEK
LAC-TV

f11111111111,

•

r. NICE FURNISHED apartment/
...
" near campus, reasonable and
eft
e.
with bath. Also sleeping rooms
for college boys. Please call, we
i may have what you need. Day,
753-8365, night 753-2891.
TFC

.....v..,
....
......

MODERN SEVEN room stone
house, 1302 Vine. Central heat
and air, dishwasher, garbage
disposal, stove, drapes, 2 baths, 3
r bedrooms. $190.00 per month.
Phone 753-3802.
S13P

,
,
#

Watch This Space for Further Details

16' SAIL BOAT, trailer, flotation, re
outboard bracket, navigation
•
lights, main sail and jib. All new.
•
$2075.00. Phone 753-9556.
A{{{{{{{mtcretreiveliv.miv,ate.
S13P
,
..v.vimrkwietsiserrerreterrereerererAt
reerivereetemerd
.
"
"
"
UMUMMCNCMFF/M1M
FRENCH ANTIQUE matching
his & her chairs, large stereo ELECTROLUX SALES di SerREAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
cabinet, baby dressing table and vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CM.
play pen. Phone 753-9556.
S13P Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- WILL DO trash hauling. SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back BARGAIN, TWO lots in
mington, Kentucky.
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- Panorama Shores, water front,
TFC Reasonable rate. Phone 753014C $3,000.00 each. Call 4366130.
07C 5933.
REGISTERED MALE Boxer, APPLICATIONS ARE now being
2289.
Sl4NC
one year old. Phone 436accepted for a nurse aide
2367.
Sl3C training class to begin soon at the
FOR RENT
TI1RMITIS
woos
Murray-Calloway County
Eat Yoar Home
TWO
BEDROOM
trailer, 12'x65',
Hospital. Apply at the nursing
Spanish style furnishings, airSMALL GROCERY business. office.
S15C
10
conditioned. University Heights
Sell stock and fixtures; rent
1411111 1.--•
Mobile Park. Phone 753-9406.S14C
building. Phune 7a3-9021, or come
OVERWEIGHT?? The qnly safe
by 1401 Vine.
S16C way to lose weight
and inche§
NEW APARTMENT,wall to wall
fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962.
carpeting, living room, dining
AUTOMATIC WASHER; gas
Weight loss guaranteed.
S30C
room, bedroom with two large
dryer, $35.00 each. Hospital bed,
closets and bath. Built-ins in
$75.00. All excellent condition. FREE
ESTIMATE on septic tank"
kitchen. 1303 Chestnut, adjoining
Phone 436-5400.
S16P installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
University. Phone 753-8648. TFC
ANTIQUE PLAYER piano, WINDT'S WESTERN Store, Lone
FURNISHED
APARTMENT:
restored and refinished. Ex- Oak, Kentucky. Highway 339 just
Three rooms with complete
&tient condition. Phone 753off US 45. Phone 554-1842.
kitchen and private bath for
4399.
Sl3P Clothing and equipment for the
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
college boys, near the campus.
entire family.
November 20C
year
a
day
round
the
.
.
.
Summer
Winter
and
Phone 753-5921.
S14P
FIVE STRING banjo with case,
$60.00. Excellent condition.
HELP WANTED
DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2
; Phone 753-4710.
S13C
MALE or FEMALE HELP: Will
bedroom, central heat and air,
pay well for your spare time
carpet throughout. Ceramic tile
and
SIAMESE KITTENS, 7 weeks working at home for us. Anyone
bath. Stove furnished. $130.00 per
old. Ph. 753-1348. If no answer who can read and write can
TFC
month. Phone 753-7850.
call 753-4978.
S13C qualify. Weekly salary. For
details write James Bliss Co.
100 S. 13th Street
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 2 baths
Murray, Ky
GAS Si VE, refrigerator, table, P.O. Box 324, Dept. K, 697,
$130.00 phone 753-3465 or 753753-3914 Day or Nite
Phone
stereo and couch and chair. Levittown, Pa. 19053
S16C
1389.
Sl3C
Phone 753-4897.
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Sl3C
WANTED: LADY to do
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
LESPEDEZA HAY in the field. housework, one day a week,
v Member Chamber of Commerce NICE 4 BEDROOM home. Den
Phone Hurt & Hurt Farms, preferrably Friday. Phone 753with fire place, with' 21
/
2 baths.
Kirksey, Kentucky, 489-2691. Sl6C 5587.
Sl3C
month. Phone 753-3465. Sl3C
WILL BABY-SIT in my home, WOULD LIKE to keep one child,
TWELVE WEANING pigs, $9.50 'HOMEWORKERS! WANTED girl, 3 to 5 years old. Phone 753- age 3 or 4 in my home. Contact
Sl4C 'part-time,full-time work at home 6489.
each. Phone 436-2113.
Sl4C Mrs. David Harrison, 110 North PIF ANIVIS I'VE
mailing our circulars. For detail
S15P
SOME'rmi NE, .4ID4)
9th Street.
ANTIQUE HALF bed with rush self-addressed, stamped
AND I ARE
springs, about 70 years old; envelope and 35c to US EnTHREK361.1I
coffee table, six cane bottom trrprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
S14C Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC
chairs. Phone 753-4639.

Protect Your Home!

SONS
00 PM
RRAY IS
WILLIAM

FOR RENT

PiraMayaaltealWAWEWAWINVININL•••••••••simsium33.3,5533mrul
e
.
:

,

'SMOKE
00 PM
DILLON
SHAL IN
)ORDER
/GE CITY
ILAC-TV

NOTICE

MENOM

itiEmcANTiae

.00

NOTICE

NOTICE

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite

e

Pest Control

'Ow

tl

(S)MILES APART-Reportedly far apart in their views,
Japanese Foreign Minister Takeo Fuliuda (left), head
of the Tokyo delegation, and U.S. Secretary of State
William P. Rogers manage smiles as thew
nomic and political problems at meeting in Washington.

FOR RENT: Houses, one furnished, one unfurnished. Phone
492-8622.

rrc

TWO BEDROOM house. Phone
492-8622.
1TC
TWO BEDROOM duplex, fully
carpeted, central heat and air
with built in stove. Outlets for
washer and dryer. Located close
to college. Phone 753-9741. S14C

No more
change for
food stamps
WASHINGTON (U P
The Agriculture Department plans to cancel a policy whereby needy persons
now can get up to 49 cents
in change when they use
food stamps at the store.
The move, announced by
Assistant Secretary Richard
E. Lyng, is being made in
response to severe criticism
from a congressional confergnce committee on Agriculfure Department appro.
priations. The conferees
said the eight-month-old
practice of allowing change
"threatens the ,success of
the food stamp program
and should be stopped."
The department also proposes cancellation of a Dec.
29. 1970. order allowing
needy families to use
stamps to pay deposits on
returnable bottles.

I.‘0,ttk1.‘

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
I Music: as
written
4 Short talk
8 Vessel
11 Mark left by
wound
12 At this place
13 Exist
.•
14 Note of scale
15 Cravat
17 Tangled
19 High mountain
21 Algonquian
Indian
23 Small rug
24 Trinket
26 Definite aritcle
28 Strip of leather
31 Armed conflict
33 Conjunction
35 Expire
36 Pronoun
38 Wander
aimlessly
41 Printer's
measure
42 Ancient
44 Make lace
45 Small lump
47 Send forth
49 Communist
Si Distance
measure
54 Deface
56 Canine
58 Female deer
59 Occur
6; Parcel of and
61 Exist
65 Everyone
66 Chair
68 Dry
70 Golf mound
71 Girl's
nickname
72 Lair

DOWN
1 Weighing
device
2 Symbol for
tantalum

Skill
Defraud
Pronoun
Limb
Athletic group
Stroked
Native metal
Spread for
^drying
11 Thick slice
16 Exist!'
18 Flap
20 Animal's foot
22 Intoned
25 Obstruct
27 Finish
29 Falsehood
30 Number
32 Soak
34 Condensed
moisture
35 Sorrow
37 Shade tree
39 Swiss river

Answer to Saturday's Puazle,

000 OM 00000
MOM= 000000
BO 0000030 MB
OM DOMM DOOM
MOO 01000 MMO
OMOBB OMOO OM
COMO MOM
00 DEMO MOM
ROM 0000 0800
OMMO OWBO MB
MO GOMM= OD
000000 °MORO
BOOM 00 BOO

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

V. 1
*
i

2

3

it

40 Beam
43 Depression in
cheek
46 Parent
(colloci
48 Hit lightly
50 Stupid fellows
52 Harbinger of
spr rig
IV? 4
.....

5

6

53
55
57
59
60
61
63
67
69
7

.6.
;12
4
4
4

14

$
.,...15

19

20 .
0.• 21
v„...,

24

16

,.

7

r.,:.;

28
0)../.% .
34 , .35

391

59 60
65

icr"...,66

70

71
Distr. by

:-"..:"..

40
r:':':'
-.,
•
50 i.:.• •, 51
i•:•

' 56
'
A.. i
61 ,.....
,....• 62

+$::;

10

219

30

41

..4

.-.4
48 ...,
..•.,:.. 49

47

9

PC"3"1
22 :44,23
.,••

.43 t-7..44

42

8

;.Y..!
18

r5c,...„
..17

25 r/.126
„,
32 x..,..,,,33

....031
x7:4414
36
't • 35

Act
Remainder
Proceed
Chapeau
Beverage
Born
Youngster
Coniunction
Note of stale

67

46 tY.
'
...1.

57 i"....... 58
63 i.•.,,64
..:".)::68

e

69

72

nited Feature Syndicate. Inc

HOL,1 CAN LJE BE THROUGH?
WE NEVER EVEN STARTED!

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

SETTER PUPPIES,whelped
July 4, 1971, Dom daughter of
Sam L. Rebel, Sire: son of
Flaming Star. Bold high on both
ends, papers to register. Can be
seen after 5 o'clock. Call 7533301.
Sl7P

WOMEN FOR full or part time
work, to be fashion show directors for Sarah Coventry. Easy
way to make extra money for
Christmas. Cost nothing to start.
If interested call 753-3056 or 7674476.
Sl4C

- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY.
Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR
CARPETS AND life too can be needs a mechanic.
Please apply
beautiful if you use Blue Lustre. in person.
TFC'
Rent electric shampooer p.00,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REnNISEIN(j•
Big K.
MSC TRUCK DRIVERS (Semi E-TURICrrURE
xGOOD
FRAME HOUSE on 4
perience Not Necessary) Needed All work guaranteed. Free pick- acres of
land, 6 miles west of
SUPER stuff, sure nuf! That's immediately. We will train you up and delivery. Free estimate. Murray on Hwy.
121. Call Ralph
Blue Lustre for cleaning carpets. for local and long-distance Antique or natural finish. Jerry
Morgan,489-2450.
Sl&C
753-3045.
McCoy,
S3OP
Rent new electric shampooer $1. hauling. Can earn up to $5.03 per
-Western Auto, Home of "The hour after short training. For
LOVELY STONE house, located
AUTOS FOR SALE
Wishing Well".
S15C application, call 606-299-6912 from
-corner 13th and Vine. Two stone
9 A.M. to 7 P.M., or write 1962 DODGE LANCER, white fire-places,
three room apartPENTA TREATED lumber. NATION
WIDE
SEMI two door hardtop,. 6 cylinder ment in basement, three baths,
Resistant to rot and termites. DIVISION, 171 New Circle Rd., standard shift. $225.00. Phone 753stove, garbage disposal included.
Ideal for boat docks and any N. E., Lexington, Kentucky
6690 before noon or after 6:00 $26,500.00, if sold at once. Phone
weather exposed uses. Murray 40505.
S15C p.m.
S16C 753-3802.
Sl3P
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
RELIABLE
LADY
to
come
to
Murray,Kentucky.
my
1TC
location;
home on Friday mornings 8:30 to 1968 DODGE CORONET R-T, SMALL FARM: good
investment
future
or
business
11:30 to sit with two children. black outside, white interior,
BEI.TONE FACTORY fresh
One mile -East Murray, aphearing aid batteries for all make Must have own transportation, M.T. Mags, Sun Tach. Also 1969
proximately 10 acres pasture.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 1TC located near Wiswell on Wiswell Datsun pickup, west coast
Hog
wire fencing, stables, water.
Highway, Phone 753-9235. S15C mirrors, heavy bumper. Phone
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
CLARKE CARPET Master,
753-6358
S16P For appointment call 753WANTED TO RENT
upright carpet sweeper. Very
TI• C
4147
good condition. Sold new for WANT TO RENT; 3 bedroom LOVE FOR Sale; 1955 Cadillac,
BY OWNER.: 1513 Kirkwood.
$300.00. Will sell for $150.00 Call house,
preferably
air- air-conditioned, power steering,
Jerry Adams, Mayfield, Ken- conditioned, but not required, in power brakes, power seats. Central heat and air, stone
tucky 247-6663.
S15C October. Contact Major Leonard Excellent condition. $350.00. fireplace with log lighter.
Separate dining room, large
P. Wice, 143 Jenkins Drive, Phone 753-5721 after 600
S14C living room, 2 bedrooms and bath
Savannah,Ga. 31405.
S13C p.m.
WANT TO BUY
large dorm
down. Bath and
logs ano
WANT 'TO BUY;
standing timber Also have for
sale lurnber and sawdust.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
Phone 753-4147.
TFC
WANT TO BUY; male and-or
female bicycle, used: Want to sell
or rent 18,000 BTU like new air
conditioner. 753-4126
S14C
WOULD'LIRE to buy a small
drop leaf dinette table. Call after
.2 p.m. 753-6015.

WOW, HAVE
WE BEEN
HERE

TWO
HAMBURGERS
PLEASE

THAT
LONG ?

The Colonials
T‘-4E. C AL Larz sAvs
1 1 FO EZMAT OIN
HE H.A5 1,
ABOUT

A

,
/.
PLOT , Sie STzAITL

r

CROWN
HEAI2 OF •-1Ctul2

LOYALTY,Giar wow.
k.vfros Pt.arTi
wAi..4

TELL"n"WI-IATr FOR A SMALL_
EXTRA FEE , WE THIZOW
IN A NEAOSTOA/E r.r EH

si 12 ?

kagac

•

Lii Abner

‘1.6mik's,,:f~ttitc- ®

(223E39) up with closet big enough
WANTED TO rent 3 room 67 CAMERO 327 4 speed, best
for another bedroom. Fenced
apartment for an elderly lady. offer, call 753-6386.
S13P back yard with shade and
'MONA LOUSA";610,000,000
With electric heat. Phone 753MASTERPIECE STOLEN!!
fountain.
car
with
garage
2
S13C 1967 CUTLASS with power
6069.
storage and utility. 753-4857. SRC
-steering and brakes, airconditioned, vinyl roof, factory
FOR LEASE
tape. Phone 753-1446 after 4:00 BY OWNER; two bedroom frame
BUSINESS BUILDING,304 Main p.m
Sl4C home with all furniture included.
Street, approximately . 1600
Phone 753-7505 after 5:00 p.m. square feet, plus utility or EXCEPTIONAL 1962 Buick
storage room Suitable for of- LeSabre. Water pump and S15C
fices; mercantile, flower and gift muffler new. Tires very good. LOT, 105'x160' in Sherwood
No f,race of the criminal
or hobby shop. Phone 753Recent tuneup $300.00 cash. .Forrest Phone 753-7358 after 4:00' could be fouhd at the Museum
Sl5P Phone 753-9559.
5549
SISC p.m
TFC , said police officialS,as 9.4

No TRACE OF THE
CRIMINAL?-WH'/WE'S RIGHT IN THE
P CTURE

OH,M'l FORMER
BELOVED CHIEF!!
AN IDIOT couLD SEE
IT'S THE CHAIR!!
CAN'T YOU SEE IT?

I COULD GET '100

INTO A HOME,
FOSDICK,AT
NO ExPE N5E!!
WE COULD'

r

CLAIM

VI E.1.11
NUTS ON DUTY-

'YOU

Gan
•

.

52 53

fn.
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MORAL ANGLE

Effects Of
Word 'discrimination'Fern Remain
takes new meaning Over Texas

BOOK REVIEW

Italian masters
live in letters

Purchase Area Two Car Collision
Hog Market
Occurs Saturday

PT M I' I

Persons Injured In
Accidents, Treated

Four persons, injured in acFederalkState Market "News;
The Murray Police Depart- cidents, were treated at the
Service September 13, 1971
car emergency room of the MurrayKentucky Purchase Area Hog ment investigated a two
Industrial
on
Saturday
Calloway County Hospital on
collision
10
Report includes
Market
Road. No injuries were listed on Friday and Saturday.
buying stations
police
Keith W. Card, age 23, of Hazel
Receipts 3395 Est. 12 Barrows the report filed by the
By United Press International
By FATHER LESTER
art,
but
of
history
the
Two was treated for an
but
in
officers.
essay
Route
"discrimination" has fallen
dead,
and
is
Gilts steady Sows steady.'
Hurricane Fern
PATRONS AND ARTISTS IN
Copley News Service
Cars involved were a 1965 injury of the left shoulder on
upon ill times. Once, the in- her shroud remained over the ITALIAN RENAISSANCE; rather a study of the process by
telligent man was praised for southern coast of Texas today, edited by D. S. Chambers; which works of art were US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 17.75-18.25
Plymouth four door driven by Saturday. He was reported inDear Father Lester:
of
the
use
Through
of discrimination.
produced.
power
his
Blanche T. Larson of Murray, jured in a motorcycle accident.
persons
of
US
lbs.,
2-4
200-240
17.50-17.75
University of South Carolina
where thousands
The state of Virginia once
to discern good from
surviving records such as US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 17.00-17.50
and a 1965 Ford two door hardtop Friday Pam Snyder, age 16, of
driven from their homes Press; 220 pages; 87.95.
tax Ability
were
a $1 50 poll
had
letters. contracts and extracts US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 16.50-17.00
evil, wise from foolish, mature
driven by Osro Stanley Wall of Woodland Acres, Paris, Tenn.,
floodwaters swirled through
requirement for voting. We from
books, this
immature, as
payment
from
By
Murray Route Six.
Reviewed
suffered an injury of the head.
Sows
figured that if a man wasn't knowledgeable from the Texas flatlands.
process has been brought to US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 1475-15.25
RON WELLS
was reported injured in an
She
interested enough in the unknowledgeable, was conTorrential rains also plagued
Police said the Larson car was autombile accident.
light.
Copley News Service
US
lbs.,
1-3
300-550
14.00-14.75
election to put up $1.50, we sidered the talent of a wise the Middle Atlantic Coast and
east on Chestnut Street,
The material is far from dull
Cynthia Carraway, age 18, of
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.00-14.00 few going
could nicely do without his help man.
flash flood warnings were
because the men who originally
a right turn "in the
making
e
may
Italian
Renaissanc
The
Md.
Route Six sustained an
.
Murray
in running the government
to
down
12.
posted for Delaware,
not
these letters were
curve" onto Industrial Road, and injury of her ribs in an
Such a man judged that not northwest West Virginia, Neu seem far removed from the wrote
Also, if he were too poor to
Boars
10.00-11.50.
dull men.
the Wall car was going north on automobile accident on Friday
afford the money, we figured all people in a democracy Jersey, Southwest Pennsylvania Age of Aquarius but both
For example, Raphael wrote
Industrial Road msking a left night. The report of the accident
he wouldn't know what it was should be given the vote and for the area east of the marked a rebirth of art forms
a fiery letter to his uncle which
turn onto Chestnut Street when appeared in Saturday's issue of
because not all were capable of Appalachians
all about anyway.
in and a rise in young, dynamic
mountains
was full of bold talk about his
intelligent
y
artists.
talented
and
the collision occurred.
reasonabl
But the poll tax was outlawed the
Carolina.
North
The Ledger & Times.
and
Virginia
Dr. D. S. Chambers, a lec- personal and artistic success —
Damage to the Larson car was
because "it discriminated choice upon which rested the
apFern
Hurricane
Former
not
my
moan
don't
about
And
and
.
turer on medieval history at St.
on the left front fender
between rich and poor"! can't well-being of the community
parently died Sunday night on Andrew's University from 1963 writing; I who have a brush in
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks bumper, and to the Wall car on Ladies Day Golf Will
He figured that the immature,
see why it was unfair.
n
northeaster
of
long."
mountains
all
day
opened mixed in moderate the left front fender.
to 1969, who is currently lec- my hand
Jer. W. illiterate, drifters, penniless the
forcing thousands turing at Warburg Institute in
Or this humorous letter from trading today.
Be Held At Oaks Club
were of such a nature that, by Mexico, after
south Texas London
on
Renaissance Bertoldo, a sculptor and keeper
Shortly after the opening, the
and large, they could not be of persons in the
Dear Jer:
The regular lathes day golf will
FREE KITTENSSinton, Robstovm and studies,
compiled of the Medici collection of Dow Jones industrial average
has
Unfortunately, the word counted upon to vote with a towns of
held at the Oaks Country Club
be
waters.
de'
to
Lorenzo
Medici
flood
antiques
reasonable understanding of Alice to flee rising
correspondence between the
showed a gain pf 0.07 at 911.07.
Wednesday, September 15, at
kitten
this
just
_
on
moment
have
Anyone desiring a free
Fern dumped eight inches of great artists of the Italian
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